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ABSTRACT 

Laccases (EC 1.10.3.2, benzenediol: oxygen oxidoreductase) are multicopper 

oxidases that can catalyze the oxidation of several, mainly different phenolic 

but also some inorganic substrates. Laccases selectively catalyze the one-

electron oxidation of a phenolic substrate to a phenoxy radical, which can 

react further in non-enzymatic radical reactions.  

The phenolic subunits of lignin, one of the major components of wood, 

are natural substrates of laccases. In the presence of suitable small 

molecules, mediators, laccases can also catalyze the oxidation of the 

etherified (i.e. non-phenolic) subunits of lignin. 

The aim of this research is to increase the knowledge on the direct 

reactions of laccases and lignin, without mediators. Recently, this area has 

begun to garner increasing general interest as a result of the biorefinery 

concept, which aims to produce valuable raw material from sustainable 

resources. In addition, the most recent development of laccase mediators has 

been focusing on lignin-based phenolic molecules, which links these two 

areas, the laccase-mediator system and reactions without the mediator, 

directly to each other. 

Monomeric and dimeric lignin model compounds were used to evaluate 

the reactions and reactivity with laccases. Many of the model compounds 

represented the most common linkage-type in lignin, the -O-4’ structure; 

thus, more efficient ways to synthesize these types of compounds were 

developed. 

Further, the oxidizabilities of the compounds, revealed by cyclic 

voltammetry, and the oxidation rates using the low- and the high-redox 

potential laccases from M. albomyces and T. hirsuta were compared in view 

of the theory that the reaction rate is dependent on the redox potential 

difference between the substrate and the laccase. However, it was found that 

the redox potential difference could not entirely explain the preferences of 

the studied laccases. 

The reaction products from the lignin model compounds were mainly 

formed as a result of 5-5’ coupling and oxidation of the benzylic hydroxyl 

group to an aldehyde. The analysis was also performed as a function of time; 

for guaiacylic products the 5-5’ coupling was the preferred reaction and these 

products were formed first.  

One model compound, vanillyl alcohol, was used to examine the effect of 

pH, enzyme dosage and temperature, all of which affected the product 

distribution. The observed predominating product was the 5-5’ dimer, 

although according to computational evaluation, vanillin was the 

thermodynamically favored product, with a difference of 5.6 kcal mol-1. The 

transition states leading to the products seemed to affect the observed 

product distribution. In addition, the calculated pKa-values suggested that at 
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the used pH range (4.5–7.5), rearomatization of the quinone intermediates 

could occur through deprotonation rather than through protonation. 

Finally, the M. albomyces laccase was tested in the presence of 1-allyl-3-

methylimidazolium chloride, [Amim]Cl; an ionic liquid able to dissolve 

lignin. An expected decrease in enzyme activity was also found 

experimentally. The monolignol coniferyl alcohol was polymerized further, as 

expected, but the chemical structure of the formed dehydropolymer (DHP) 

was also affected by the presence of [Amim]Cl. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Laccases (EC 1.10.3.2, benzenediol: oxygen oxidoreductase) belong to the 

enzyme family of multicopper oxidases along with, for example, ascorbate 

oxidase, ferroxidase and ceruloplasmin.1,2 Laccases are widespread in nature, 

as they are found in fungi, plants, bacteria, and insects. Laccases have several 

functions that vary according to the organism that produces the enzyme. For 

example, laccases participate in lignin biosynthesis and biodegradation, 

wound healing, pigmentation, melanin formation, iron metabolism, and 

pathogenesis.3 However, in several cases the exact role and impact of laccases 

is difficult to ascertain, as the organism often produces several other types of 

enzymes that have overlapping substrate ranges and similar functions. 

The substrate range of laccases is wide, as it can oxidize phenols, 

phenolamines, methoxyphenols, and several other compounds.4,5 Laccase 

can oxidize even a wider range of substrates, when small compounds, able to 

act through electron-transfer or hydrogen atom transfer, are used as 

mediators between a laccase and a substrate that can not otherwise be 

oxidized by the enzyme. 

In view of biotechnological industrial applications, laccases are 

considered highly potential candidates, not only because of their wide 

substrate range, but also because they require only readily available dioxygen 

as their cosubstrate. The oxidized laccase abstracts one electron from four 

substrates.1,6-8 The electrons are then transferred to dioxygen, which is 

reduced to water. Subsequenty, the radicals formed in the laccase-catalyzed 

oxidation react further to produce a variety of products as a result of non-

enzymatic reactions. 

Laccases have shown potential in several areas, such as the pulp and 

paper industry, dyeing of fabrics, purification of contaminated soils, food 

processing, as selective oxidants in synthetic organic chemistry and as 

biosensors.9-16 In the pulp and paper industry, laccases are interesting as 

potential biobleaching agents when the enzyme is used with a redox 

mediator. However, despite extensive research, a suitable mediator that is 

efficient, low cost, and non-toxic, is yet to be found. On the other hand, the 

ability of laccases to polymerize lignin offers another area for suitable 

applications involving lignin and lignin-like structures, such as modification 

of fibers. 

When the current research was begun, existing research on the laccase-

mediator system and reactions of lignin in the system was rather extensive; 

however, after the 1990s, not much attention was paid to the direct reactions 

between laccase and lignin. The aim of the present work was to examine the 

direct reactions of laccases and lignin using different lignin model 

compounds that were first synthesized for the purpose.  
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To obtain more comprehensive knowledge of how lignin functions as a 

substrate for laccase and ascertain the outcome of the interaction of this 

substrate and laccase, the laccase-catalyzed oxidation of lignin model 

compounds was investigated from various viewpoints. The physicochemical 

properties, particularly oxidation potentials, of lignin model compounds 

were investigated and compared in terms of their impact on reactivity with 

laccases. The reaction products from the used model compounds were then 

fractionated and analyzed to obtain comparable information on several 

different lignin model compounds catalyzed by laccase under identical 

conditions. These results led to the question on how different reaction 

conditions would then affect the observed reaction product distribution and 

one of the model compounds was used to examine this feature. Further, the 

reactivity of laccase with lignin model compounds and impact on the 

resulting products were also tested in the presence of an ionic liquid, which 

can dissolve lignin more efficiently than any traditional solvent. 

In the following literature review, first, laccases are introduced. Then, 

structure, catalytic mechanism, substrates and the factors affecting the 

reactivity of laccases is discussed. Finally, the current knowledge of laccase-

catalyzed reactions of lignin model compounds and lignin is discussed. 
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1.1 LACCASES 

Laccases are defined as benzenediol: oxygen oxidoreductases (EC 1.10.3.2) 

although this class of enzymes actually have a much broader substrate range, 

including several types of monophenols, polyphenols, methoxyphenols, 

aminophenols, diamines, aromatic amines, thiols, and some inorganic 

compounds.3,4 Laccases catalyze the oxidation of phenolic substrates to 

phenoxy radicals, which then react further. Simultaneously, the electrons are 

transferred to dioxygen, which is reduced to water. Thus, laccases are 

widespread enzymes in nature, where they catalyze the oxidation of several 

naturally occurring phenols within several organisms, as the co-substrate 

dioxygen, is readily available. The readily available co-substrate dioxygen 

and the wide substrate range make laccase interesting from the viewpoint of 

many biotechnical applications.                          

1.1.1 OCCURRENCE AND FUNCTIONS OF LACCASES 

 

The first laccase was isolated from the sap of a Japanese lacquer tree induced 

by wounding (Toxicodendron vernicifluum, formerly known as Rhus 

vernicifera) in 1883.17 At that time, laccase was described as a substance that 

was responsible for the drying and hardening of lacquer, induced by 

wounding, and that it required oxygen that was uptaken by urushic acid 

during the reaction. It was later confirmed that laccase has a role in oxidation 

of poisonous urushiol.18,19 Urushiol is a mixture of phenolic lipids, that is, 

cresols with a long unsaturated aliphatic tail (Fig. 1).19 Laccase catalyzes 

oxidation of the phenolic part of urushiol and the side-chain double bond is 

directly oxidized by oxygen, thereby resulting in a complex product 

containing biphenyls and nucleus-side-chain dimers. The resultant product 

is the basis of an East Asian lacquer technique, which has been used for over 

6000 years to produce finished wood surfaces for artwork and handicrafts. 

Since the first description of laccase, several laccases from various organisms 

have been isolated and characterized. Currently, new enzymes can be 

searched for by comparing the homologous sites of laccases with known 

genomic sequences.20 

Laccases are present in fungi, plants, insects and bacteria. Most of the 

laccases isolated thus far are from various fungi. One of the reasons for this is 

probably that the isolation of laccases from fungal origin is rather 

straighforward.5,21 After adding a suitable inducer, such as xylidine, lignin, or 

veratryl alcohol,14 laccases are often secreted by fungi into the growth media, 

from which the enzyme can be separated and purified. The involvement of 

laccases in the transformation of phenolic biocompounds, including lignin 

and humic substances, as well as the requirement of dioxygen as the sole co-

substrate are probably also reasons for the attention focused on fungal 

laccases.21  
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Figure 1 The main phenolic lipids of sap T. vernicifluum from Japan and China (in 
parentheses).

19
 

Fungal laccases. Based on the appearance of the decayed wood, fungal 

degradation of wood can be divided into white rot, brown rot, and soft 

rot.22,23 White and brown rotters are both excellent degraders of angiosperm 

hardwood and gymnosperm softwood, whereas soft rot is typical for moist 

wood. Basidiomycetes and xylariaceous ascomycetes belong to the group of 

white-rotting fungi, which degrade the lignin to gain access to cellulose and 

hemicelluloses. Small group of basidiomycetes belong to brown-rotting fungi, 

which degrade cellulose and only modify lignin without degrading it. Some 

ascomycetes belong to the group of soft-rotting fungi, which preferentially 

degrade the polysaccharides of wood, but have also the ability to decompose 

lignin.  

Laccases are particularly common in white-rotting fungi with other 

enzymes, such as different peroxidases and other enzymes required for lignin 

degradation.4,6,24-27 High laccase activities, associated with fungal 

delignification or transformation of lignin and humic acids, are also found in 

soils and litter.6,21 The amount of laccase and other lignin-degrading enzymes 

secreted by white-rotting fungi is dependent on the fungal species and, thus, 

the role of laccases in fungal degradation of lignin is still not completely 

clear.27 Some fungi, for example some strains of the white-rot fungus 

Phanerochaete chrysosporium, degrade lignin without the presence of 

laccases.4,23 On the other hand, the white-rot fungus Pycnoporus 

cinnabarinus has been suggested to produce laccase as the only ligninolytic 

enzyme.28 Moreover, a mutation of white-rot fungus Sporotrichum 
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pulverulentum, from which the H2O2-dependent oxidase (peroxidase) 

activity had been removed, was able to degrade lignin in the presence of 

added laccase from Trametes versicolor (formerly known as Polyporus 

versicolor).29 

In addition to wood delignification, laccases have many other 

physiological roles in fungi. In addition to delignification, laccases in soils 

probably polymerize phenolic compounds for detoxification.6 Some plant 

pathogens, for example, the coniferous tree pathogen Heterobasidion 

annosum, apparently secrete laccases for protection against fungicidal 

compounds.4,9,23 The encapsulated fungus Cryptococcus neoformans, which 

causes life-threatening infections in immunocompromised patients, uses 

laccase as a virulence factor.9 Further, laccase from C. neoformans catalyzes 

the oxidation of catecholamine and dihydroxyindole to produce eumelanin 

polymers that protect the fungus. Laccases are also involved in  the 

production of fungal pigmented spores; the produced melanin provides 

mechanical strength as well as protection against ultraviolet radiation and 

heavy metals.4,6 

Plant laccases. The most debated role of plant laccases has been the 

dehydrogenative polymerization of monolignols to lignin. According to the 

currently held viewpoint, laccases, with or without peroxidases, catalyze the 

oxidation of monolignols to phenoxy radicals, which couple to form the lignin 

polymer in the plant cell wall.30,31  

Initially, Freudenberg (1959) suggested that laccases and peroxidases are 

both enzymes that are responsible for dehydrogenative polymerization 

leading to lignin biosynthesis.32,33 Subsequently, Higuchi proposed (1959) 

that the only phenol oxidases involved in plant lignification are plant 

peroxidases.34 Two further studies provided further support for Higuchi’s 

hypothesis. First, Nakamura (1967) found that the laccase isolated from the 

Japanese lacquer tree T. vernicifluum was not able to oxidize monolignols to 

the synthetic dehydropolymer (DHP).35 In addition, Harkin and Obst (1973) 

were unable to detect laccase activity in tree samples stained with 

syringaldazine (4-hydroxy-3,5-dimethoxybenzaldehyde azine), until H2O2 

was added to the sample; therefore they concluded that peroxidases, and not 

laccases, catalyze the oxidation of monolignols in lignifying tissues.36  

Almost two decades later, Sterjiades et al. (1992) reported that in contrast 

to T. vernicifluum laccase, the laccase isolated from sycamore maple (Acer 

pseudoplatanus) was able to oxidize monolignols to DHP.37 Thereafter, 

several reports have proved the significance of laccases in lignin biosynthesis. 

The staining of Zinnia elegans tissues showed that a laccase-like phenol 

oxidase activity was present in the secondary cell walls of developing primary 

xylem, thus correlating the activity with lignification.38 Down-regulation of 

one of the laccase-genes in poplar (Populus trichocarpa) caused an increase 

in the total content of phenolics and altered mechanical properties of xylem 

fiber cell walls, although there was no significant change in the lignin content 

and composition.39 Further, the expression level of a gene in Chamaecyparis 
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obtusa, with high sequence similarity to laccases, was found to increase with 

an increasing degree of formed compression wood.40 However, although the 

significance of laccases in lignin biosynthesis is again accepted, the precise 

role of laccases distinguished from peroxidases has thus far not been 

ascertained, as there is still no answer to why both enzymes are required to 

polymerize lignin in lignifying tissues.9,41,42 One suggestion is that laccases 

could catalyze the oxidation of monolignols at the early stages of lignification, 

when H2O2 is not yet present, and peroxidases probably function at later 

stages.43  

In addition to lignification and wound healing, of which the best example 

is the Japanese lacquer tree T. vernicifluum, other physiological roles for 

laccases in plants have also been identified. Many physiological roles of 

laccases in plants are probably yet to be identified; for example, in the case of 

Arabidopsis thaliana the enzyme is expressed in various tissues that are not 

extensively lignified.44 Some of the known roles of laccases are iron 

metabolism44 and oxidative polymerization of flavonoids45 to produce seed 

pigment. 

Bacterial and insect laccases. Thus far, only a few bacterial laccases 

have been isolated, although genomic analyses have revealed that it is 

probably a widespread enzyme in bacteria.6 In addition to the fungal 

biodegradation of lignin, laccases have been suggested to be involved in the 

bacterial breakdown of lignin.46 Bacterial laccases are also involved in 

melanin formation, pigmentation, morphogenesis, endospore formation, and 

metabolism of different metals.47 

Genome sequencing has revealed that multicopper oxidases are present in 

various insect tissues.2 However, since the products of these genes have not 

yet been detected or isolated, the enzymatic properties and physiological 

roles of these multicopper oxidases are mostly unknown. One of the known 

roles of laccases is the tanning and sclerotization (hardening) of the insect 

cuticle. The insect cuticle is a network of chitin fibers embedded in a protein 

matrix. Both laccases and tyrosinases are present in the insect cuticle; in the 

sclerotization process, they catalyze the oxidation of catecholamines to 

quinones, which react further.  

1.1.2 STRUCTURE AND CATALYTIC MECHANISM OF LACCASES 

1.1.2.1 Molecular structure of laccases 

Fungal and plant laccases, and presumably insect laccases, are mainly 

monomeric extracellular proteins, whereas the bacterial laccases studied thus 

far are intracellular.2,47 Laccases are heavily glycosylated, and the 

glycosylation degree of plant and fungal laccases varies between 10–45% by 

protein weight.20,48 Fungal laccases have lower carbohydrate content than 

plant laccases; the glycosylation degree of fungal laccases varies between 10–   
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Figure 2 Schematic representation of the active site of a T. versicolor laccase, code 1GYC in 
the Protein Data Bank, Research Collaboratory for Structural Bioinformatics (RSCB 
PDB, http://www.rcsb.org), based on Piontek et al. (2002), Riva (2006) and Giardina 
et al. (2010).

7,49,50
  

25%, but never usually higher than 30%.3,7 The glycosylation is useful for 

secretion, copper retention, thermal stability, and the general activity of the 

enzyme.3 The main carbohydrates of laccases are mannose, N-

acetylglucosamine and galactose.3 Moreover, probably because of the 

differences in the degree of glycosylation, the molar masses of plant laccases 

are also higher than the molar masses of fungal laccases.3,4,48,51 Based on 

information on over a 100 purified enzymes, an approximate molar mass of 

60-70 kDa has been calculated for fungal laccases.52 

Laccases contain four copper atoms, which are classified into three 

different types according to their spectroscopical properties.1,7,53 Laccases 

have one type 1 (T1) and one type 2 (T2) copper (Fig. 2). The T2 copper 

forms a trinuclear center with two type 3 (T3) coppers. The T1 copper has a 

strong absorption at 614 nm (=5300 M-1 cm-1), which is caused by the SCys 

→ Cu(II) charge transfer transition and is responsible for the intense blue 

color of laccases. The T1 copper also shows a parallel hyperfine splitting in 

the EPR spectrum. According to the crystal structures of fungal laccases the 

T1 copper is trigonally coordinated to two histidines and one cysteine to form 

a planar site.7,53 The lack of a coordinated axial ligand to the T1 copper of 

fungal laccases is arguable, because other multicopper oxidases, such as 

plastocyanin, ascorbate oxidase, human ceruloplasmine, and tree laccases,   

have a methionine at this position coordinated to the T1 copper.6,53 However, 

based on sequential analysis, in fungal laccases the amino acid at the axial 

position is leucine or phenylalanine and this is unable to coordinate to 

copper. The T2 copper displays a parallel hyperfine coupling in the EPR 

spectrum, but it does not show any intense absorption bands. The T2 copper 

in laccases is coordinated to two histidines and a water molecule. The two T3 

coppers are antiferromagnetically coupled through a bridging hydroxide; 
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thus, the resulting diamagnetic T3 site is EPR silent. The T3 copper has an 

absorption at 330 nm (=3600 M-1 cm-1). Each of the T3 coppers is 

coordinated to three histidines in addition to the bridging hydroxide.7 

The 11-12 amino acid residues binding the 4 coppers are conserved among 

laccases.3,6,7,20 The eight histidines coordinating the trinuclear cluster occur 

in a highly conserved pattern of four HXH motifs. Based on a comparison of 

over 100 sequences of fungal and plant laccases, a laccase signature sequence 

has been found.20 This signature sequence, differentiating laccases from 

other multicopper oxidases, comprises four amino acid sequences L1–L4, in 

which all the copper-coordinating amino acid residues are found. Based on 

another multiple sequence alignment, where the sequences of fungal, plant 

and bacterial laccases were compared to their 3D-structures, all the laccases 

are folded in a similar manner and the distances of the 12 ligating amino 

acids are very similar in all laccases.3 All laccases are organized in three 

sequentially arranged cupredoxin-like domains, as exemplified in Fig. 3 that 

depicts the structure of Trametes versicolor laccase (structural model 1GYC). 

The cupredoxin domains are mainly formed by -barrels (Greek-key motif) 

comprising -sheets and -strands arranged in sandwich conformation. The 

cupredoxin domain is distinctive for all blue copper-containing proteins, for 

example, azurin (one domain), nitrite reductase (two domains), laccase 

 

Figure 3 Crystal structure of T. versicolor laccase (RSCB PDB code 1GYC, 
http://www.rscb.org). This figure was originally published in reference 49. © the 
American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology. 

49
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(three domains), and ceruloplasmin (six domains).6,54 All these blue copper-

containing proteins have apparently evolved from the same ancestor protein. 

Although the exact evolutionary pathway of laccases is still not completely 

clear,55 laccases most certainly have evolved through gene duplication and 

divergence of cupredoxin domains. 

1.1.2.2 Redox potential of the T1 copper 

The T1 copper redox potential is distinctive for each laccase, and laccases can 

be divided to low- (430 mV), mid- (430-710 mV) and high- (780 mV) redox 

potential enzymes.56 However, laccases are also divided to the two groups of 

low- and high- redox potential laccases and the ranges of redox potentials are 

not usually accurately restricted to the above-mentioned numerical values. 

The T1 copper redox potentials, determined with several laccases, varies 

within the range 430–790 mV.56 When all multicopper oxidases are 

compared, the variation of the T1 copper redox potentials is even wider. 

 Some structural features affecting the T1 copper redox potential have 

Table 1 Comparison of the reduction potentials of blue T1 Cu sites with and without axial 
methionine (Met) ligands, from Machonkin et al. (2001).

59
 

Protein/Enzyme E° (mV vs. NHE) 

Blue Cu sites with an axial Met ligand 

Achromobacter cycloclastes nitrite reductase 240 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa azurin 310 

zucchini ascorbate oxidase 344 

spinach plastocyanin 370 

Rhus verniciferaa laccase 434 

human ceruloplasmin (redox active T1 sites) 448 

Thiobacillus ferrooxidans rusticyanin 680 

Polyporus pinsitusb laccase F463M 680 

Blue Cu sites without an axial Met ligand 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa azurin M121L 412 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae Fet3p 427 

Myceliophthora thermophila laccase ~465 

Scytalidium therophilum laccase ~505 

Coprinus cinereus laccase 550 

Rhizoctonia solani laccase ~655 

Polyporus pinsitusb laccase 770 

Polyporus versicolorc laccase 778 

Thiobacillus ferrooxidans rusticyanin M148L 798 

human ceruloplasmin (T1PR) ≥1000 
a The former name for T. vernicifluum. 

b Also known as Trametes villosa. 

c Also known as Trametes versicolor. 
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been resolved, although it is not completely understood.7 The identity of the 

axial ligand of the T1 copper is significant in controlling the T1 copper redox 

potential (Table 1).53,57,58 When the axial ligand of T. villosa laccase was 

changed from phenylalanine to methionine by targeted mutation (F463M), 

the redox potential of the enzyme was decreased by 100 mV.57 The axial 

methionine ligates to the T1 copper, which is shifted from the trigonal plane 

that the copper forms with two histidines and one cysteine, thereby resulting 

in tetragonal geometry.53 The covalency of the Cu-SCys bond also decreases, as 

the copper is also binding SMet. The covalency of the Cu-SCys bond provides an 

efficient electron-transfer through this residue.60   

Redox potentials of T1 coppers with identical ligation can differ by as 

much as 300 mV;53 thus, there are probably other factors that affect the 

redox potential. It has been proposed that the elongation of the Cu-N bond 

would increase the redox potential since the contribution of the nitrogen lone 

pair to the copper would decrease.49 A hydrogen bond between serine and 

glutamic acid residues, which shifts one of the ligating histidines further 

away from the T1 copper, has been found from two different high-redox 

potential laccases (Ser113 and Glu460 in T. versicolor laccase; Ser113 and 

Glu459 in R. lignosus laccase). A further comparison of the sequences 

revealed that serine and glutamic acid in the corresponding positions are 

highly conserved among high-redox potential laccases. Overall, the variation 

in the T1 copper redox potential must be a sum of different factors, such as 

coordination geometry, solvent accessibility, hydrogen bonding, and dipole 

orientation.7,58   

1.1.2.3 Catalytic mechanism 

During the catalytic cycle of laccase, four electrons are removed from four 

substrate molecules, which are finally transferred to reduce oxygen to two 

water molecules (Fig. 4).1,6-8 The substrate is bound in the active site, in a 

cleft at the surface of the enzyme, and oxidized by the T1 site. The size and 

the shape of substrate-binding cavity varies among different laccases.61 The 

electrons are transferred through a conserved His-Cys-His tripeptide 

pathway to the trinuclear (T2/T3) site, finally leading to the reduction of all 

four coppers. The enzyme is reoxidized, and simultaneously the oxygen is 

reduced in two two-electron steps. The oxidized substrates can react further 

in non-enzymatic reactions. 

Some amino acid residues that participate into the binding and oxidation 

of the substrate have been identified based on the structural analysis of 

laccase crystals soaked with the substrates. The laccase from M. albomyces 

was soaked with a phenolic substrate, 2,6-dimethoxyphenol (2), and the 

phenolic oxygen formed a hydrogen bond with His508.61 A similar bonding 

pattern has been found for T. versicolor laccase and 2,5-xylidine, an 

arylamine which was bound to His458.62 This histidine residue has been 

suggested to be the primary electron acceptor.62 Both substrates also formed  
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Figure 4 The catalytic cycle of laccases. The illustration is based on Solomon et al. (1996 
and 2008, Claus and Strong (2010) and Giardina et al. (2010).

1,6-8
 

hydrogen bonds with the acidic amino acid residues in the substrate binding 

pocket: 2,6-dimethoxyphenol with Glu235 of M. albomyces laccase and 2,5-

xylidine with Asp206 of T. versicolor laccase. This acidic residue has been 

suggested to participate in the oxidation by abstracting the proton from the 

substrate.  

The rate-determining step of the overall catalytic cycle is the substrate 

oxidation.1 In addition, the first of the two-electron reductions of oxygen is 

rate-determining and the second is fast, but overall this process is much 

faster than substrate oxidation.1 

Further, a comparison of the kinetic parameters using several laccases 

and several substrates has shown that the reaction rate of laccase correlates 

with the redox potential difference between the T1 copper and the 

substrate.63 Based on this result, it was suggested that the electron transfer 

occurs through an outer-sphere mechanism, that is, the electron is 

transferred through space rather than through a chemical bond. Another 

similar study, combined with velocity measurements in D2O using phenolic 

substrate, has confirmed that the proton exchange is fast and the rate-

determining step is indeed the electron transfer.64 The electron transfer 

results in a radical cation, which is then deprotonated at a fast rate. However, 

the redox potential also must be adequately low, appropriate to the reducing 

substrate, so that the T1 copper is able to abstract the electron from the 

substrate.7  

2H2O

O2

4Sred

4Sox

Non-enzymatic
reactions

T1Cu+

T3Cu+

T3’Cu+

T2Cu+

T1Cu2+

T3’Cu2+

T3Cu2+

T2Cu2+
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1.1.3 LACCASE SUBSTRATES AND INHIBITORS 

1.1.3.1 Laccase substrates and factors affecting the activity of 

laccases 

The systematic name of laccase, benzenediol: oxygen oxidoreductases (EC 

1.10.3.2), is somewhat misleading, as the substrate range of laccases is much 

wider. Laccases are able to oxidize various phenols: mono-, di-, and 

polyphenols, as well as methoxy-substituted phenols.4,5 Thus, the phenolic 

subunits of lignin are also natural substrates for laccases. Aminophenols and 

phenylenediamines are also good substrates for laccases, but arylamines are 

usually weak substrates.4,62 Laccases can also oxidize some inorganic 

compounds, such as hexacyanoferrate (II) and a range of other compounds. 

However, laccases are usually poor catalysts for the oxidation of tyrosine, 

distinguishing laccases from tyrosinases (EC 1.14.18.1, monophenol 

monooxygenase) and catechol oxidases (EC 1.10.3.1).   

Laccase activity is usually determined with several substrates forming 

coloured products, which can be detected using spectrophotometry. Laccase 

activities vary with different substrates and the pH optimum of laccase 

differs according to the substrate and source of the laccase.21,65 Typical 

substrates for activity determination are, for example, syringaldazine [N,N’-

bis(3,5-dimethoxy-4-hydroxybenzylidene hydrazine)], ABTS [2,2’-

azinobis(3-ethylbenzthiazoline-6-sulphonate)], guaiacol (1; 2-

methoxyphenol) and 2,6-dimethoxyphenol (2). The molecular structures of 

these substrates are presented in Fig. 5 and their spectrophotometric 

properties in Table 2. 

Generally, laccases are not considered specific in their substrates, as this 

class of enzymes is able to oxidize various different types of organic 

compounds. However, laccases from different sources have preferences for 

certain substrates.21 A good example is the T. vernicifluum laccase from the 

 

Figure 5 Typical substrates for determining laccase activity. 
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Table 2 Spectrophotometric properties of some typical substrates used to determine 
laccase activity. 

Substrate Product type e- 

numbera 

max 

(nm) 



(M-1 cm-1) 

Syringaldazine66 Quinone 2 525 65 000 

ABTS67 Radical cation 1 436 29 300 

Guaiacol (1)68 Quinone 2 465 12 100 

2,6-Dimethoxyphenol (2)69 Quinone 2 469 49 600 
a Number of electrons removed to produce one product molecule. 

 

Japanese lacquer tree, which is unable to polymerize lignin precursors to 

dehydropolymer.35 This result led to the question of the role of laccases in 

lignin biosynthesis for a long time.  

In addition to the identity of the substrate, there are several other factors 

that affect the activity of laccases, such as pH, temperature, and solvent. 

Laccases follow the Michaelis-Menten kinetics in controlled conditions,21 and 

the kinetic parameters can be used to estimate how different reaction 

conditions affect the reactivity. The Michaelis constant, Km, is by definition 

the substrate concentration at which the initial rate of substrate conversion 

or product formation is one half of the maximum velocity, Vmax.83 Moreover, 

small Km indicates high substrate affinity. The catalytic constant, kcat, which 

is also correlated to Vmax, implies how fast the substrate is converted into 

products. The specificity constant, kcat/Km, can be used to compare different 

substrates per enzyme, thereby revealing the preferred substrates. 

The kinetic parameters of some isolated laccases, extracted from several 

reports, are listed in Table 3. The so-called specificity constants, kcat/Kms, 

are arranged in descending order for each laccase. The activity of laccase for 

different substrates can differ by several orders of magnitude. Although 

laccases usually produce isoforms with very similar substrate specificities 

(e.g., P. rivulosus),77 the laccases from P. ostreatus show significant 

differences in their preferences.78 

 As is evident from Table 3, the optimum pH of laccase is usually more 

acidic, when the substrate is non-phenolic ABTS compared to the phenolic 

substrates. The pH optimum with a phenolic substrate is dependent on the 

source of the laccase rather than the pKa-value of the reducing substrate.3 

The Michaelis constant and the catalytic constant are both affected by the pH 

of the reaction media. However, the maximum substrate affinity, reflected by 

lower Km, and the maximum oxidation reaction rates are not reached at the 

same pH.84,85 In addition, the Km pH-profiles are usually different for 

phenolic and non-phenolic substrates. Thus, it has been proposed that the 

decreasing reaction rate with an increasing pH is mainly caused by the 

binding of a hydroxide ion to the trinuclear cluster. On the other hand, at 

higher pH-values, the redox potential difference between the laccase and the 

phenolic substrate (E = Elaccase-Esubstrate) would increase leading to a higher 
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Table 3 Kinetic parameters of different laccases from various sources for different 
substrates. 

Laccase/ 

Substrate 

Km  

(M) 

kcat  

(s-1) 

kcat/Km  

(10-6 s-1 M-1) 

pH t  

(°C) 

Bacterial      

Bacillus HR0370      

Syringaldazine 5 20 4 7.0 rt 

ABTS 535 127 o.2 4.0 rt 

2,6-Dimethoxyphenol (2) 53 3 0.06 7.4 rt 

Bacillus licheniformis70      

Syringaldazine 4.3 100 23.25 7.0 - 

ABTS 6.5 83.0 12.8 4.0 - 

2,6-Dimethoxyphenol (2) 56.7 28 0.5 7.0 - 

Bacillus subtilis70      

Syringaldazine 18 80 4.44 7.0 - 

ABTS 124 322 2.6 4.0 - 

2,6-Dimethoxyphenol (2) 216 29 0.13 7.0 - 

Fungal      

Chaetomiaceae71      

2,6-Dimethoxyphenol (2) 12 34 2.83 7.0 30 

Guaiacol (1) 16 36 2.25 7.0 30 

4-Hydroxyindole 223 128 0.57 7.0 30 

Hydroquinone 123 55 0.45 7.0 30 

Syringaldazine 9 4 0.44 7.0 30 

ABTS 652 26 0.04 7.0 30 

Catechol 1050 46 0.04 7.0 30 

Fomitella fraxinea72      

ABTS 270 208 0.8 5.0 - 

2,6-Dimethoxyphenol (2) 426 103.2 0.24 5.0 - 

Fusarium solani MAS273      

2,6-Dimethoxyphenol (2) 8.6 121 14 4.5 30 

ABTS 79.4 107 1.3 4.5 30 

Catechol 3434 44.9 0.013 4.5 30 

Guaiacol (1) 2657 28.4 0.01 4.5 30 

Melanocarpus albomyces74      

Syringaldazine 1.3 78.3 60.3 6 - 

2,6-Dimethoxyphenol (2) 5.2 56.7 10.9 6 - 

ABTS 280 75 0.3 4.5 - 

Guaiacol (1) 890 31.7 0.04 6 - 

Myrioconium UHH 1-13-18-475      

Syringaldazine 4.2 0.29 0.07 6 25 

2,6-Dimethoxyphenol (2) 67.8 3.2 0.05 6 25 

ABTS 105 2.96 0.02 4.0 25 

Phoma sp. UHH 5-1-0376      
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ABTS 8.0 10.6 1.3 4.0 rt 

Syringaldazine 20 1.5 0.075 5 rt 

2,6-Dimethoxyphenol (2) 266 4.3 0.02 4 rt 

Guaiacol (1) 648 4.6 0.01 5 rt 

Physisporinus rivulosus, 3.577      

ABTS 10.7 286 2.7 3 25 

Syringaldazine 27 282 1.5 3 25 

2,6-Dimethoxyphenol (2) 88 347 0.4 3 25 

Guaiacol (1) 1095 71 0.06 3 25 

Physisporinus rivulosus, 4.877      

Syringaldazine 2.8 124 4.4 3 25 

ABTS 17 409 2.4 3 25 

2,6-Dimethoxyphenol (2) 84 481 0.6 3 25 

Guaiacol (1) 1406 82 0.006 3 25 

Pleurotus ostreatus POXA178      

ABTS 90 5833 64.8 3 25 

Syringaldazine 130 467 3.6 6 25 

2,6-Dimethoxyphenol (2) 2100 467 0.2 3–5 25 

Pleurotus ostreatus POXA3a79      

ABTS 70 73300 1048 3.6 25 

Syringaldazine 36 2833 78.7 6.2 25 

2,6-Dimethoxyphenol (2) 14000 23300 1.7 5.5 25 

Pleurotus ostreatus POXA3b79      

ABTS 74 158300 2140 3.6 25 

Syringaldazine 79 1167 14.8 6.2 25 

2,6-Dimethoxyphenol (2) 8800 20000 2.27 5.5 25 

Pleurotus ostreatus POXC78      

Syringaldazine 20 383 19.2 6 25 

ABTS 280 267 0.95 3 25 

2,6-Dimethoxyphenol (2) 230 1.7 0.007 3–5 25 

Guaiacol (1) 1200 2.5 0.002 6 25 

Pleurotus pulmonarius Lcc280      

Syringaldazine 12 654 54.5 6.5 40 

ABTS 210 1520 7.23 4.5 40 

Guaiacol (1) 550 310 0.56 6.5 40 

Pycnoporus sanguineus81      

ABTS 77 1.15 0.01 3.0 25 

Syringaldazine 91 0.87 0.01 5 25 

2,6-Dimethoxyphenol (2) 203 0.12 0.0006 4.0 25 

Trametes hirsuta lg-982      

ABTS 70 197 2.8 4.8 25 

2,6-Dimethoxyphenol (2) 200 50 0.25 4.8 25 
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reaction rate. The reason for this is that with increasing pH, the redox 

potential of the phenol decreases more than the redox potential of the 

laccase. However, laccases have been shown to contain ionizable groups, 

which also affect the decreasing activity as pH increases.5,51,85  

The temperature optima of laccases usually ranges from 50°C to 70°C.3 

Currently, there is a lack of knowledge to explain why many laccases are 

thermostable enzymes.65 The high glycosylation degree of laccases may be 

one factor protecting the enzyme from heat denaturation. It has been 

suggested that the overall laccase structure, with interactions of the four 

coppers as well as internal ionic and hydrogen bonds, combine several useful 

factors for the thermostability of the enzyme.65 

Organic water-miscible solvents, such as ethanol, dioxane, or some diols 

(e.g. ethylene glycol), are often required in laccase-catalyzed oxidations 

because many of the substrates are insoluble in water. In general, the activity 

of laccases decreases with increasing concentration of the organic solvent.86-

91 The degree of deactivation depends on the solvent and source of the laccase  

Table 4 Effect of different organic solvents on the initial activity of laccases. Activities 
with co-solvents are related to the activity measured in the aqueous buffer. 
Abbreviations of the substrates: 3-hydroxyantranilic acid (HAA), 2,6-
dimethoxyphenol (2; 2,6-DMP), syringaldazine (SGZ). 

Laccase Substrate Buffer, pH Co-solvent, v-% Activity 

(%) 

T. villosa (P. 

pinsitus)89 

HAA Tartrate, 3.5 Ethylene glycol, 

50 

100 

M. albomyces90 2,6-DMP Citrate, 5.5 Ethanol, 30 78 

T. villosa89 HAA Tartrate, 3.5 Dioxane, 50 75 

T. villosa89 HAA Tartrate, 3.5 Acetonitrile, 50 75 

T. villosa89 HAA Tartrate, 3.5 Isopropanol, 50 70 

C. unicolor86 SGZ Citrate-

phosphate, 5.6 

Ethylene glycol, 

30 

61 

T. villosa89 HAA Tartrate, 3.5 Acetone, 50 60 

T. villosa89 HAA Tartrate, 3.5 Glycerol, 50 60 

M. albomyces90 2,6-DMP Citrate, 5.5 Propylene 

glycol, 50 

58 

T. villosa89 HAA Tartrate, 3.5 Ethanol,50  45 

C. unicolor86 SGZ Citrate-

phosphate, 5.6 

Methanol, 30 40 

T. villosa89 HAA Tartrate, 3.5 DMF, 50 40 

T. villosa89 HAA Tartrate, 3.5 DMSO, 50 40 

M. albomyces90 2,6-DMP Citrate, 5.5 Ethanol, 50 38 

M. albomyces90 2,6-DMP Citrate, 5.5 Acetone, 30 29 

M. albomyces90 2,6-DMP Citrate, 5.5 Acetone, 50 10 

C. unicolor86 SGZ Citrate-

phosphate, 5.6 

Dioxane, 30 9 
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Figure 6 Schematic representation of the deactivation of laccases by organic solvents 
through mixed inhibition.

87
 

(Table 4). The organic solvent does not affect the velocity of the reaction, 

but it affects the Michaelis constant, Km.87 Some organic solvents have been 

suggested to deactivate the laccase through mixed inhibition (Fig. 6).87 On 

the other hand, the diminished activity is compensated by the increased 

solubility of the substrate. 

Laccases, as well as many other enzymes, can also retain part of their 

activity in the presence of ionic liquids (ILs); ionic compounds, which are 

liquids below 100 °C.92-94 Moreover, ILs contain an anion and a cation, and 

these can be varied and combined to produce the most appropriate solvent 

for each application. According to the studies thus far, laccase activities 

decrease with an increasing concentration of IL.95-99 The chemical nature of 

the anion seems to be crucial to the enzyme activity.93,100 Laccases, as well as 

other enzymes, show highest activities in the presence of large, hydrophobic 

and non-coordinating anions, such as [N(SO2CF3)2]-, BF4
-, and PF6

-. The 

most deactivating anions contain structures that are known laccase inhibitors 

or capable of breaking hydrogen bonds, for example, thiocyanates, 

dicyanamides, halides and carboxylates.  However, it is also worth noting 

that the ILs that dissolve lignocellulosic material well, which could be more 

accessible and suitable substrate for laccases in soluble form, require an 

anion cabable of breaking the hydrogen bonds of crystalline cellulose (e.g. 1-

butyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride, [Bmim]Cl; 1-allyl-3-methylimidazolium 

chloride, [Amim]Cl; and 1-allyl-3-methylimidazolium acetate, [Amim]Ac).101-

108 

1.1.3.2 Laccase mediators and the extended substrate range 

The direct reactions catalyzed by laccases are restricted to substrates with 

lower redox potentials than the laccase catalyzing the oxidation.7 However, in 

the late 1980s and early 1990s it was reported that in the presence of certain 

substrates, such as syringaldehyde, Remazol Blue and ABTS, the T. 

versicolor laccase was able to oxidize non-phenolic lignin model 

compounds.109,110 It was soon discovered that compounds containing –NO or 

–NOH groups, such as 1-hydroxybenzotriazole (HBT) (Fig. 7), were efficient 

substrates for mediating laccase-catalyzed oxidation of non-phenolic 

aromatic compounds.116 This so-called laccase-mediator system was  
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Figure 7 Molecular structures of some mediators of laccases.
111-114 

considered to assume a key role as one of the stages in total-chlorine-free 

bleaching of pulp and in other comparable applications.  

After HBT was reported to act as a mediator of laccases, several other 

synthetic compounds were found to act in a similar manner, for example, 

TEMPO (2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-1-piperidinyloxyl), violuric acid, N-acetyl-N-

phenylhydroxylamine, and N-hydroxyphthalimide (Fig. 7).111,112,114,117 

However, these synthetic compounds were also criticized as they are not 

stable and are consumed in the reactions; thus, these compounds do not 

function as true catalysts.118  

More recently, the development of new laccase mediators has shifted 

towards lignin-derived compounds. Kawai et al. reported in 1989 that 

syringaldehyde can oxidize non-phenolic lignin model compounds.109 Over 15 

years later, it was recognized that certain lignin-derived compounds, such as 

acetosyringone, syringaldehyde, vanillyl alcohol (4), and catechol (Fig. 7), 

are able to function as laccase mediators and that these compounds may 

probably have the same role in nature as well.119,120 According to comparative 

analysis, lignin-derived mediators, particularly methyl syringate, are equally 

or even more efficient than synthetic mediators.121 Lignin-derived mediators 

are easily available from lignocellulosic material and, thus, they can provide 

an economic alternative for synthetic mediators.122 

Laccase mediators act by transferring the oxidation potential of laccases 

to the secondary substrate, which would not be directly oxidized by laccases 
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Figure 8 Principle of the laccase mediator system. Redrawn from Morozova et al. (2007).
115

 

 

Figure 9 The laccase mediators can act through three different mechanisms. Top: electron 
transfer (ET), middle: hydrogen atom transfer (HAT), bottom: ionic mechanism for 
TEMPO.

117
 

(Fig. 8).115,116 The secondary substrate may have an excessively high redox 

potential for laccase oxidation and might also be unavailable to react with a 

large-sized enzyme, such as the lignin in the cell wall. The size of the laccase 

molecule in water is at least 20 nm, while the pores of the wood’s fiber cell 

wall are in the order of 1–10 nm.118 Thus, the smaller mediator molecule can 

more easily access the secondary substrate, the lignin in the wood cell wall.  

Mechanistically, based on kinetic isotope effect determinations, laccase 

mediators act through three different routes (Fig. 9).123,124 Most mediators, 
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those containing N-hydroxyl and lignin-derived phenolic mediators, abstract 

a hydrogen atom from the benzylic position of the secondary substrate 

(hydrogen atom transfer or HAT mechanism). The ABTS abstracts the 

electron from the substrate, which is then deprotonated (electron transfer or 

ET mechanism). An ionic mechanism has been suggested for TEMPO or 

related compounds. However, the mechanism with phenolic substrates has 

not yet been verified.123 However, according to a recent study, where the 

intermediate products were monitored using NMR and LC-MS during methyl 

syringate-mediated oxidations, the oxidized aromatic products would be 

released from different types of C-O coupled products that are formed in the 

early stages of the reaction.125 

1.1.3.3 Laccase inhibitors 

Several substances have been reported to inhibit laccases, including a 

number of anions (N3
-, CN-, F-), compounds containing a sulfhydryl group    

(-SH, e.g., cysteine, dithiotreitol), heavy metals (e.g., Cd2+, Hg2+, Fe2+, and 

Mn2+), and organic acids acting as copper chelating agents (e.g., sulphamic, 

oxalic, and malonic acids).21,126 The level of inhibition caused by different 

inhibitors is highly dependent on the laccase. Sodium azide (NaN3) has 

proved to be an efficient inhibitor of laccases.127 Sodium azide binds to one 

copper of the trinuclear cluster or it can bridge two coppers.53 Similarly, it 

has been suggested that the hydroxide ion prevents the use of most laccases 

at higher pH values by binding to the trinuclear cluster.85  

A comparative study with sodium azide and different sulfhydryl 

compounds showed that the sulfhydryl compounds only appear to inhibit 

laccases in spectrophotometric activity determinations.127 The sulfhydryl 

compounds do not prevent the oxygen uptake of laccases; rather the detected 

inhibition results in a reduction of the coloured oxidation products. 

Laccases also have some natural inhibitors that are secreted by some 

organisms to counter a fungal attack.48 Kojic acid [5-hydroxy-2-

(hydroxymethyl)-4-pyrone], produced by Aspergillus albus, is an inhibitor of 

tyrosinases and laccases, and N-hydroxyglycine is a specific inhibitor of 

laccases produced by Penicillium citrinum (Fig. 10). 

 

Figure 10 Molecular structures of the natural laccase inhibitors, kojic acid and N-
hydroxyglycine. 
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1.2 REACTIONS OF LIGNIN MODEL COMPOUNDS AND 
LIGNIN POLYMER IN LACCASE-CATALYZED 
REACTIONS 

1.2.1 LIGNIN 

 

Lignin is the most abundant aromatic biopolymer on Earth. Is an essential 

structural part of plants and it also has a significant role in plant 

defence.128,129 Lignin increases the mechanical strength of plants and the 

hydrophobicity of lignin improves sap transportation. Both these functions of 

lignin enable trees to grow to a particular height, which would not be possible 

without the presence of lignin in plants. In addition to plant growth, 

lignification is also induced by wounding of plants and as a response to plant 

pathogens.  

1.2.1.1 Chemical structure of lignin 

During the last stages of lignin biosynthesis, lignin is formed when the lignin 

monolignols, hydroxycinnamyl alcohols, are polymerized through enzyme-

catalyzed radical coupling.30-33,128,130,131 There are three different types of 

monolignols, which differ in terms of the amount of methoxy substituents in 

them (Fig. 11): p-coumaryl, coniferyl (11) and sinapyl alcohols. Contrary to 

the recommended nomenclature by the International Union of Pure and 

Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) for phenols, in lignin chemistry the highest 

priority is given to the aromatic carbon bearing a side chain (Fig. 11). The 

resulting phenylpropane units in the lignin polymer are usually named p-

hydroxyphenyl (H), guaiacyl (G) and syringyl (S) units. The amounts of H-, 

G- and S-units differ among different lignins. Wood lignins have very low 

abundance of H-units and they can be further divided to softwood lignin 

consisting mainly of G-units and hardwood lignin consisting of G- and S- 

units. Grass lignins consist of G- and S-units, and the abundance of H-units 

is higher compared to wood lignins. 

  

 

Figure 11 The molecular structures of p-coumaryl, coniferyl and sinapyl alcohols. 
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Figure 12 Schematic representation of a delocalized lignin monolignol radical.  

 

Figure 13 The formation of -O-4’ linkage as a result of monolignol radical coupling. Modified 
from Ralph et al. (2009).

133 

The polymerization reaction begins with an enzyme-catalyzed oxidation of 

the monolignol to a delocalized phenoxy radical.30-33,128,130-132 Consequently, 

the monolignols can couple through 3-, 5-, 4-O-, and -positions (Fig. 12), 

although the -position is favored because of the concentrated electron 

density.130 After radical coupling, the resulting dehydrogenated quinone 

methide is rearomatized through a reaction with a nucleophile, which is 

supposed to be catalyzed by the acidic environment in the cell wall.133 For an 

example of radical coupling and quinone methide rearomatization, the 

formation of the -O-4’ structure, which is the most frequent bonding 

pattern in lignins, is depicted in Fig. 13. In addition to the -O-4’ structure, 

the other typical interunit bonds in lignin are called -O-4’, -5’, -’, 5-5’, 5-

5’/-O-4’’ (dibenzodioxocin134), 5-O-4’, and -1’ (Fig. 14). 

The frequencies of different types of structures in lignin vary along the 

source of the lignin. In addition to the preferred coupling through -position, 

the S/G/H ratio affects the frequencies of different lignin structures because 

a methoxyl group may prevent coupling through 3- and 5-positions. The 

frequencies of different interunit bonds are presented in Table 5 for 

softwood and hardwood lignins. As is evident from Table 5, the proportion 

of -O-4’ structures, 45–60%, is significantly higher compared to the other 

structures, of which there are approximately less than 10% each present in 

lignins. 
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Figure 14 The most typical interunit bonds found in lignin. The numbering of the 
phenylpropane units is presented in Fig. 11. 

Table 5 Frequencies, in percentages of total phenylpropane units, of different interunit 
bonds in softwood and hardwood lignins. The table from Argyropoulos et al. 

(1997) was completed with the amount of 5-5’/-O-4’’ structures in softwood 
lignin from Argyropoulos et al. (2002).

132,135
  

Interunit bond type Softwood lignin Hardwood lignin 

-O-4’ 45–48 60 

-O-4’ 6–8 6–8 

-5’ 9–12 6 

-’ 3 not found 

5-5’a 9.5–17 4.5 

5-5’/-O-4’’ 3.7 not determined 

5-O-4’ 3.5–8 6.5 

-1’ 7–10 8 
a Probably including the amount of 5-5’/-O-4’ structures. 

 

1.2.1.2 Model compounds in the study of lignin reactions and 

synthesis of -O-4’-type lignin model compounds 

The chemical structure of lignin is extremely complex because it is composed 

of various types of interunit linkages and the monolignol units are arranged 

irregularly in the polymer. In addition, the isolation of lignin from wood 

without any modifications to the structure, that is, in completely native form, 

is currently an impossible task.136 For these reasons, a high proportion of the 

existing knowledge on the reactions of lignin has been gained from studies 

using lignin model compounds. Either the response of different structures of  
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Figure 15 Synthesis scheme for the synthesis of  -O-4’ dimer guaiacylglycerol -guaiacyl 
ether (8) by the SN2 displacement method.

137,141
 

 

Figure 16 Synthesis scheme for the synthesis of  -O-4’ dimer guaiacylglycerol -guaiacyl 
ether (8) by the aldol condensation method.

138
 The stereochemistry of the erythro 

and threo forms is presented in parentheses.
140 
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lignin on certain conditions can be studied by using a model compound 

containing some specific structure or factors affecting the polymerization of 

lignin can be studied in vitro using some monolignols. 

As the -O-4’ structure is the most significant structure in lignin, the 

model compounds containing this structure are of importance when lignin 

reactions are studied. In principle, there are two synthetic approaches for the 

preparation of -O-4’-type lignin model compounds. The key reaction steps 

to synthesize the -O-4’ moiety are either SN2 displacement of an -bromide 

by a phenolic moiety137 or aldol condensation between an -aldehyde and an 

ester of phenoxyacetic acid138. The reaction route using the SN2 displacement 

method is illustrated in Fig. 15 and that using aldol condensation is 

illustrated in Fig. 16. In both figures, the complete synthesis of the dimeric 

model compound guaiacylglycerol--guaiacyl ether is presented as an 

example. 

The dimeric -O-4’ model compound has two stereocenters; thus, erythro 

(R,S and S,R) and threo (R,R and S,S) diastereomers are formed by both 

synthetic pathways. The stereochemistry of both forms is presented in Fig. 

16. The two diastereomers can be isolated by chromatography.138,139 

Moreover, It has also been shown, that the ratio of erythro and threo forms 

in wood lignins depends on the wood species.140 

1.2.2 LACCASE-CATALYZED OXIDATION OF LIGNIN MODEL 

COMPOUNDS AND THE LIGNIN POLYMER 

It is generally accepted that laccase catalyzes the oxidation of a phenol and 

the resulting phenoxy radical reacts further in non-enzymatic reactions.4 

Thus, the products resulting from laccase-catalyzed oxidation of lignin model 

compounds depend largely on the chemical structure of the reducing 

molecule.  

Monomeric syringyl-type lignin model compounds. Monomeric 

syringyl compounds have two methoxyl groups, which prevent coupling 

through 3- and 5-positions. Coupling is possible through the 4- or 1-site, 

when these positions do not contain substituents or the substituent is a good 

leaving group. Several syringylic monomers, 2,6-dimethoxyphenol (2), 

syringic acid, syringyl alcohol and -methylsyringyl alcohol have been shown 

to form 1-O-4’ coupled oligo- and polymeric products.142-144 These 

compounds are also oxidized to other products, which depends on the side- 

chain structure (Fig. 17). According to Leonowicz et al. (1984) and Areskogh 

et al. (2010), the product distribution was dependent on the pH; the source 

of the laccase did not affect the product distribution.142,144 Thus, the relative 

amounts of 2,6-dimethoxy-1,4-benzoquinone from syringic acid and 

syringaldehyde from syringyl alcohol (5) increased with decreasing pH. The 

main product from 2,6-dimethoxyphenol (2, at pH 5.0), in addition to the 1-

O-4’ product, was the 4-4’ coupled product 2,2’,6,6’-tetramethoxy-1,1’-

diquinone, which resulted in the formation of a C-C bond.61 As another minor  
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Figure 17 Reaction products formed from the laccase-catalyzed reactions of 2,6-

dimethoxyphenol, syringic acid, syringyl alcohol, and -methyl syringyl alcohol.
142-144

 

 

Figure 18 The products formed from 4-methylsyringol in laccase-catalyzed reaction.
144 
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Figure 19 Reaction products formed from laccase-catalyzed reactions of vanillic acid and 
vanillyl alcohol.

142,144,145
 

product of 2,6-dimethoxyphenol (2), a demethylated form of the 4-4’ dimer 

was also found.  

The coupling of syringyl monomers can also occur through a suitable side 

chain. The model compound 4-methylsyringol is oxidized by laccase to form 

-’ and -O-4’ coupled products (Fig. 18).144 The -’ product can be 

oxidized further to a stilbene-like structure, which can again react further 

with the nucleophiles in the reaction media. 

Monomeric guaiacyl-type lignin model compounds. Compared to 

syringylic compounds, guaiacylic compounds can couple through the 5-

position. Vanillyl alcohol (4) and vanillic acid have indeed been shown to 

form 5-5’ and 4-O-5’ coupled products in laccase-catalyzed reactions (Fig. 

19).142,144 In studies conducted with these compounds, it was also shown that 

the product distribution was not affected by the source of the laccase, but the 

pH of the reaction media. The oxidation of vanillic acid by laccase also 

produced 2-methoxy-1,4-benzoquinone at acidic pH.142 In  addition, the 5-5’ 

product was preferably formed at a lower pH level in the case of vanillyl 

alcohol (4).144  

Interestingly, Areskogh et al. (2010)144 and Crestini et al. (2003)145 found 

a completely different set of products from laccase-catalyzed oxidation of 

vanillyl alcohol (4): 5-5’ and 4-O-5’ products in the former study and vanillin 

and 4,4’-dihydroxy-3,3’-dimethoxybenzophenone in the latter study (Fig. 

19).    

The monolignol coniferyl alcohol (11), which forms the guaiacyl (G) 

moiety in lignin, has been shown to be oxidized by laccase to the typical DHP 

structures: -O-4’, -5’, -’, and 5-5’ (see Fig. 14 for the structures).33,146 
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Figure 20 Reaction products from dimeric syringyl-type -1’ model compounds.
147,148 

Dimeric syringyl-type lignin model compounds. The dimeric 

syringyl-type -1’ and -O-4’ model compounds have been shown to be 

degraded when oxidized by laccases. The studied -1’ dimers contained only 

syringyl moieties, and phenolic hydroxyl group at only one or both ends.147,148 

The detected products resulted from the oxidation of the -position or alkyl-

aryl and C-C cleavages (Fig. 20). The reaction mechanisms for 

degradations were studied by examining how H2O18 was incorporated to 

different products.148 For example, water was shown to attack the 

hydroquinone and degradation pathways for the various products were 

suggested. The suggested mechanisms for oxidation of the -position and 

alkyl-aryl cleavage are presented in Fig 21. In the proposed mechanism the 

phenoxy radical disproportionates to a radical cation, which can either loose 

the -proton or be attacked by water, thereby resulting in the degradation of 

the dimer. 

The laccase-catalyzed reactions of -O-4’ models have been studied with 

two different dimeric compounds containing syringyl moiety at the phenolic 

end: syringylglycol -guaiacyl ether (9)149 and syringylglycerol -guaiacyl 

ether (10)150,151. In all three studies, products resulting from the oxidation of 

the -position as well as degradation products were observed (Fig. 22). 

Similar to the case of vanillyl alcohol (4), there was a slight variation in the 

products between the two different studies investigating syringylglycerol - 

guaiacyl ether. Kawai et al. (1990) suggested similar mechanism for the 
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Figure 21 Proposed mechanism, based on disproportionation, for the formation of different 

degradation products from syringylic -1’ dimer as a result of laccase-catalyzed 
oxidation.

148
 

 

Figure 22 Reaction products from syringylic  -O-4’ dimers.
149-151
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Figure 23 Suggested mechanisms, based on 1-O-4’ coupling, for the formation of products in 

laccase-catalyzed reaction of syringylic -O-4’ model compound.
149

  

degradation as in the case of -1’ model compound (Fig. 21), which was 

based on disproportionation of the phenoxy radical to a cation.148,151 Twenty 

years earlier Kirk et al. (1968) had suggested another mechanism where two 

molecules first couple and the subsequent reactions lead to the detected 

products (Fig. 23).149 However, the suggested degradation pathways 

produced a ‘hypothetical product’, a trimer that was not found among the 

reaction products because they were not able to detect products that were 

larger than dimers. On the other hand this mechanism is also based on the 

formation of a 1-O-4’ intermediate, which has been proposed to be one of the 

C-O coupled structures detected in the early stages of reactions performed 

with syringyl-type mediators.125   

Dimeric guaiacyl-type lignin model compounds. The reactivity of 

laccases with different diastereomers, the erythro and threo forms, of 

guaiacylglycerol -guaiacyl (8) ether has been analyzed by monitoring the 

consumption of the diastereomers by HPLC.152 Different laccases were able 

to catalyze the oxidation of both diastereomers, but preference for the threo 

form was clear. The oxidation products were not analyzed in this study. The 

stereochemical preferences of the studied laccases, also compared with 

results obtained for other oxidants, were proposed to result from the outer-

sphere electron transfer of laccases. 

Condensed kraft lignin model compounds. The reaction products of 

different condensed lignin model compounds, representing the structure of 

kraft lignin, have been analyzed after oxidation by laccases.153 All products 

from 5-5’, diphenylmethane, -5' and stilbene model compounds resulted 
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Figure 24 Products formed from laccase-catalyzed oxidation of a condensed 5-5’ model 
compound.

145 

 

Figure 25 Oxidation of the hydroxymethyl group to an aldehyde in laccase-mediator oxidation 
of etherified lignin model compounds.

109,110,121,154,155 

from the same type of reactions: benzylic oxidation, demethylation and 

hydroxylation. As an example, the products found for the 5-5’ model 

compound are presented in Fig. 24. 

Lignin model compounds oxidized by the laccase-mediator 

system. Etherified (i.e., non-phenolic) model compounds can be oxidized by 

laccase only if the so-called laccase-mediator is used. Different laccase 

mediators, the main principle of the laccase-mediator system and different 

mechanisms are explained in section 1.1.3.2. A number of lignin model 

compounds are often used in evaluating the effects of different mediators. 

For example, veratryl alcohol (3,4-dimethoxy benzyl alcohol), 3,4,5-

trimethoxybenzyl alcohol, and adlerol [1-(3,4-dimethoxyphenyl)-2-(2’-

methoxyphenoxy)-1,3-propanediol], are all oxidized to the corresponding 

aldehydes when oxidized using the laccase-mediator system (Fig. 

25).109,110,121,154,155 

Reactions of laccases and the lignin polymer. In addition to the 

laccase-mediator system, which can be used for lignin degradation (Sec. 

1.1.3.2), laccases can be used to modify the structure of lignin polymer.  

Lignin can be further polymerized with laccases to increase the molecular 

weight and modify the chemical structure.156-158 Laccases have also been 

shown to activate the lignin in fibers159 and the properties of fibers can be 

modified by grafting different molecules onto the fiber surface. The wet 

strength of fibers have been shown to increase when treated with laccase and 
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low-molecular-weight lignin.160,161 Molecules with different chemical 

functionalities can also be attached to fibers: for example, tyramine and 

phenolic acids have been grafted to thermomechanical (TMP) and kraft pulp 

fibers.162,163 
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2 AIMS OF THE STUDY 

The following are the main objectives of this study: 

 

(i) To synthesize suitable lignin model compounds for laccase oxidations 

(publications I–V). 

 

(ii) To determine those physico-chemical properties of lignin model 

compounds that might affect the reactivity with laccases (publication II). 

 

(iii) To identify the reaction products produced (publication III). 

 

(iv) To examine the effect of different reaction conditions on the product 

distribution in laccase-catalyzed reactions (publications IV and V). 

 

(v) To determine the effect of an ionic liquid, 1-allyl-3-methylimidazolium 

chloride, on the activity and polymerization reactions of laccases (publication 

V).  
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The reactivity of laccases with lignin model compounds was determined to 

evaluate how different structures in lignin affect the oxidation. For this 

purpose, several structurally different lignin model compounds, monomeric 

and dimeric, were synthesized and characterized. As many of the dimeric 

model compounds contained the -O-4’ moiety, the selectivity of the 

hydroxymethylation step in the synthesis route exploiting the SN2 

replacement method was improved. The improved method was also tested to 

synthesize a trimeric -O-4’ model compound, which was not, however, used 

in the laccase-catalyzed reactions.   

The oxidation properties of the lignin model compounds were first 

determined using cyclic voltammetry, as the reaction rate in a laccase-

catalyzed reaction is considered to be proportional to the redox potential 

difference between the substrate and the laccase. To evaluate this with lignin 

model compounds, low- and high-redox potential laccases, one from the 

ascomycete Melanocarpus albomyces (MaL, T1 copper redox potential 470 

mV)74 and the other from the basidiomycete Trametes hirsuta (ThL, 780 

mV)56, were used in the reactivity studies. The M. albomyces laccase was 

overproduced in Trichoderma reesei and purified as described by Kiiskinen 

et al. (2004)74 The T. hirsuta laccase was produced in its native host and 

purified as described by Rittstieg et al. (2002)164.  

Further, the reaction products for most of the lignin model compounds 

were also analyzed. The formation rates of reaction products, using both 

high- and low-redox laccases, were investigated using HPLC and LC-MS to 

reveal the order in which each product was formed. The structures of the 

products were further verified by fractionating the acetylated product 

mixtures and analyzing them with NMR.  

As the reaction products for some of the applied compounds have been 

published earlier and the product distributions for these compounds were 

observed not to be comparable, the effect of different reaction conditions, 

pH, temperature and enzyme dosage were studied using one model 

compound. The effect of different reaction conditions on the product 

distribution was further evaluated using computational methods. 

 The laccase-catalyzed polymerization of coniferyl alcohol to form 

dehydropolymers (DHPs) was also investigated with the low-redox laccase 

from M. albomyces. To increase the solubility of the produced polymer, 

polymerization was performed in an aqueous solution of 1-allyl-3-

methylimidazolium chloride [Amim]Cl, which is an ionic liquid known to 

dissolve lignin well. The effect of [Amim]Cl to the laccase activity was also 

examined as it was known that the ionic liquids that are most prone 

dissolving lignocellulosic material are also the most deactivating for 

enzymes. 
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3.1 LIGNIN MODEL COMPOUNDS USED TO STUDY 
LACCASE-CATALYZED REACTIONS 
(PUBLICATIONS I–V) 

 

Figure 26 The model compounds used to study laccase-catalyzed reactions and reactivity 
were guaiacol (1), 2,6-dimethoxyphenol (2), vanillin (3), vanillyl alcohol (4), syringyl 

alcohol (5), dehydrodivanillyl alcohol (6), guaiacylglycol -guaiacyl ether (7), 

guaiacylglycerol -guaiacyl ether (8), syringylglycol -guaiacyl ether (9), 

syringylglycerol -guaiacyl ether (10), and coniferyl alcohol (11). 

The lignin model compounds that were used to study reactions and activity of 

laccases are presented in Fig. 26. The model compounds used were 

monomeric and dimeric and contained both guaiacylic and syringylic 

moieties.  

Compounds 1–10 were used to study the effect of different physico-

chemical properties of lignin model compounds on the reactivity with 

laccases. For this purpose, the oxidizability of the compounds were 

determined with cyclic voltammetry. Compound 2, 2,6-dimethoxyphenol, 

was also used to examine the reactivity of laccase in the presence of an ionic 

liquid 1-allyl-3-methyl-imidazolium chloride ([Amim]Cl), which is a good 

solvent for dissolving lignocellulosic material, but was also expected to 

deactivate laccase. 

 The products from the laccase-catalyzed oxidation of compounds 3–10 

were analyzed, also as a function of time, to gain comparable knowledge on 

oxidation products of different lignin model compounds. To further evaluate 

the effect of different reaction conditions on product distribution, compound 

4, vanillyl alcohol, was oxidized under different pH, enzyme dosage, and 

temperature. To explain the effect of reaction conditions on product 

distribution, the free energy changes of reactions were computationally 

evaluated.  
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Further, the polymerization of coniferyl alcohol, 11, to form DHPs in 

laccase-catalyzed reactions in an aqueous solution containing dioxane as well 

as in aqueous solution of [Amim]Cl was studied.  

3.1.1 SYNTHESIS OF -O-4’-TYPE LIGNIN MODEL COMPOUNDS 

(PUBLICATION I) 

 

 

 

Figure 27 Addition of -carbon as formaldehyde and formation of the dehydration product (14) 
in the presence of K2CO3 as the catalyst. 

As described earlier (Sec. 1.2.1.2), there are two synthetic approaches for the 

preparation of -O-4 lignin model compounds. The drawback of the SN2 

replacement method is the hydroxymethylation step, where the - carbon is 

added as formaldehyde in aldol condensation. The reaction conditions have 

to be carefully controlled because slight deviations in the temperature 

produce the dehydration product (Fig. 27).141 The same step has also been 

found to be the most critical in the synthesis of trimeric -O-4’ compound 

comprising guaiacyl units (GGG).165 Improved yields in the 

hydroxymethylation have been obtained by increasing the amount of K2CO3 

and changing the solvent from ethanol to dioxane.166,167 

The selectivity of the hydroxymethylation was further improved and 

optimized by using a dimeric -O-4’ model compound (12) containing a 

benzyl protection group, and the use of KOH as the catalyst compared to 

K2CO3 significantly improved the selectivity of the reaction. As a part of the 

optimization, a method for introducing an ,-epoxide in acetophenone was 

also found. The improved hydroxymethylation was also tested in the 

synthesis of a trimeric model compound. Compared to procedure described 

in the literature,165 it was found necessary to protect the side-chain hydroxyls 

of the dimeric phenol prior to SN2 displacement to obtain the correct 

product.  
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3.1.1.1 Improving the selectivity of hydroxymethylation 

Hydroxymethylation with a catalytic amount of either K2CO3 in ethanol or 

KOH in dioxane/water were optimized and compared (Table 6) using a 

dimeric guaiacyl-containing model compound 1-[4-(benzyloxy)-3-

methoxyphenyl]-2-(2-methoxyphenoxy)ethanone (12). The method that 

employed an excess amount of K2CO3 and dioxane as a solvent was also 

tested, but the isolation procedure was not optimized because KOH as the 

reaction catalyst seemed to be faster and more selective.  

Clearly, the reaction time was decreased and the yield was increased when 

the catalytic amount of KOH was used to catalyze the hydroxymethylation. 

When K2CO3 was used as the catalyst, the dehydration product was formed at 

elevated temperatures. 

Table 6 Comparison of optimal reaction conditions for hydroxymethylation of 1-[4-
(benzyloxy)-3-methoxyphenyl]-2-(2-methoxyphenoxy)ethanone (12). 

Reaction 

condition 

Reported 

method 1137,141 

Reported 

method 2166,167 

Improved method 

Base (eq.) K2CO3 (0.1) K2CO3 (8) KOH (0.03) 

aq. CH2O eq. 2 2 1.2 

Solvent Ethanol Dioxane Dioxane-water, 4:1 

Temperature 

(°C) 

28-30 Ambient Ambient 

Reaction time 20 h 3 h 20 min 

Crystallization Twice, EtOH-

Toluene (3:2) 

- EtOH-Toluene 

(4:1) 

Yield (%)a 69 -b 87 
a Yields after crystallization. 

b The dehydration product was formed during the workup, which should have been optimized for 

this specific compound (12). The literature yields for various compounds varied from 61% to 82%.166,167 

3.1.1.2 Synthesis of ,-epoxide through hydroxymethylation 

As a part of the hydroxymethylation optimization, a convenient method for 

introducing an ,-epoxide structure at the end of the phenylpropane side 

chain was also found. When the hydroxymethylation reaction was conducted 

on an -bromide of an acetophenone (15), epoxide 16 was formed (yield 

50%, Fig. 28). A similar procedure using CH2O in methanol has been 

applied in the synthesis of spiro epoxides connected to several types of ring 

systems.168 However, epoxide 16 was not formed in protic solvents and water 

had to be excluded from the reaction media. Apparently, in the presence of 

water or other protic solvents, the formed hydroxymethyl anion readily 

abstracts a proton and the resulting intermediate product is not further 

deprotonized and cyclized. Thus, epoxide 16 was formed when DMF was  
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Figure 28 Synthesis route for the preparation of ,-epoxide 16. 

used as the solvent, paraformaldehyde was used for the hydroxymethylation, 

K2CO3 was used as the base, and the reaction was performed under argon 

atmosphere. 

3.1.1.3 Synthesis of the -O-4’ trimer 

A trimeric -O-4’ compound (25) was synthesized using the SN2 

displacement method according to the route presented in Fig. 29. 

Improvements compared to the previously reported method for an 

equivalent trimer comprising guaiacyl units included 1) the protection of the 

phenolic dimer using 2,2-dimethoxypropane prior to the displacement 

reaction with monomeric bromide and 2) more selective hydroxymethylation 

using KOH as a catalyst in dioxane-water.  

The synthesis procedure began with the preparation of monomeric -

bromide 18 and dimeric protected phenol 20, which were coupled by the SN2 

displacement reaction to yield trimer 21. Subsequently, the deprotection of 

the side-chain hydroxyls was followed by the addition of formaldehyde to 

yield compound 23. Finally, the reduction of the -ketone and debenzylation 

yielded the final trimer 25.  

Benzylation of acetosyringone to 17 (79%) was performed following the 

procedures in the literature.141,169 The bromination of 17 to yield compound 

18 (73%) proceeded well in chloroform.170 For example, in ethanol used in 

the synthesis of bromide 15, the desired product was not formed. The 

hydrogen bromide (HBr) formed in the bromination reaction caused a 

debenzylation side reaction to form 2-bromo-1-(4-hydroxy-3,5-

dimethoxyphenyl) ethanone. Contrary to the preparation of 15 described by 

Landucci et al. (1981) and Brunow et al. (1998),141,169 in this case, the side 

reaction was enhanced when the time for bromine addition was increased 

and particularly when a protecting gas was added continuously into the 

reaction vessel. The cooling gas flow aided in the crystallization of compound 

15, however, compound 18 was not crystallized during the reaction. 
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Figure 29 Synthesis route for the preparation of -O-4’ trimer 25. 

The erythro diastereomer of 19 was used to acquire more interpretable 

NMR spectra from the following steps involving trimeric compounds, 

although the protection of side-chain hydroxyls was also tested with a 

mixture of erythro and threo diastereomers (see publication I for 

experimental details). The protection of compound 19 to yield compound 20 

was a straightforward reaction (yield 100%).  

The protection of compound 19 was a crucial step. Otherwise, the SN2 

displacement reaction of the unprotected dimeric phenol and -bromide 

could not have been performed, although this has been reported to lead to a 

high yield.165 A catalytic amount of KI also increased the yield. The yield of 

compound 21 was estimated on the basis of the purified fraction to be as low 

as 45%, despite the improvements that were made. 
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Only an average yield of 68% was calculated for the remaining four steps 

because it was not otherwise necessary to purify the intermediate products 

21–24. Chromatographic purification of the diastereomeric mixture at each 

intermediate stage would also have significantly decreased the overall yield 

and distorted the distribution of the diastereomers. The side-chain hydroxyls 

were deprotected in the presence of sulphuric acid, and formaldehyde was 

added to the resulting product 22 to yield hydroxymethylated 23. 

Trimer 22 required a longer hydroxymethylation reaction time and an 

increased amount of CH2O in relation to dimer 12. The reaction did not 

proceed as well as with the dimer, but selectivity was improved compared to 

the reaction with K2CO3 as the dehydration product was not detected. 

The final steps of the synthetic route were straightforward. The -ketone 

was reduced by NaBH4 to yield product 24, which was debenzylated to yield 

final trimer 25. The overall yield from compound 18 was 10%, and the yield 

of the corresponding trimer, composed of guaiacyl units, was 21% (data not 

shown). These yields are in accordance with the general trend, whereby 

syringyl compounds give lower yields compared to the corresponding 

guaiacyl compounds. 

3.1.2 CYCLIC VOLTAMMETRY OF LIGNIN MODEL COMPOUNDS 

(PUBLICATION II, UNPUBLISHED DATA) 

The radical-radical coupling that follows the one-electron oxidation of 

phenolic compounds interferes with straightforward redox potential 

measurements.171 Cyclic voltammetry in acetonitrile was used to measure the 

relative oxidizability of lignin model compounds 1–10, for which the reaction 

rates in laccase-catalyzed oxidations were also determined. In addition, cyclic 

voltammograms for compounds 26–29 (Fig. 30, received from P. 

Karhunen, Laboratory of Organic Chemistry, HU) that represent important 

structures in lignin were measured as well (unpublished data). 

Other potential methods to characterize these properties, for example, the 

critical oxidation potential method or the pulse radiolysis method would 

have not been feasible with lignin model compounds, mainly because of 

certain drawbacks of these methods and the low solubility of most of the 

lignin model compounds in water solvents.171-173 

The interpretation of cyclic voltammograms was based on a previous 

thorough study on guaiacol (1).174 According to earlier findings, the first 

anodic peak in a cyclic voltammogram corresponds to the oxidation of a 

phenol to a phenoxy radical and the second peak to the oxidation of an 

aromatic ring resulting in an aryl cation.  

Based on the earlier study, it was assumed that the phenolic hydroxyl is 

most readily oxidized in all lignin model compounds. Cyclic voltammograms 

were determined under identical conditions for all the selected lignin model 

compounds in order to obtain the relative order of their oxidizability. It 

should be pointed out that anodic peak potentials are not strictly the same as  
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Figure 30 Compounds of biphenylic type (26), pinoresinol (27) and of dibenzodioxocin type 
(28 and 29), for which cyclic voltammograms were measured (unpublished data). 

 

Figure 31 Cyclic voltammogram of 2 mM vanillyl alcohol (4) in acetonitrile containing 0.1 M 
LiClO4. Reference electrode Ag/Ag

+
, step potential 0.01V, and scan rate 0.1 Vs

-1
. 

Black line: unbuffered solution, grey line: solution buffered with 2 mM Bu4NOH. 

oxidation potentials. However, anodic peak potentials provide sufficient 

information on the redox properties of lignin model compounds, thereby 

facilitating the ordering of the compounds based on the ease of oxidation. As 

a typical example, the cyclic voltammogram of vanillyl alcohol (4) in buffered 

(i.e., basic) and non-buffered conditions is depicted in Fig. 31.  
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Table 7 Measured anodic peak potentials Ep (mV) from measured cyclic voltammograms 
for the studied lignin model compounds. Concentration of the measured model 
compound was 2 mM in acetonitrile containing 0.1 M LiClO4, reference electrode 
Ag/Ag

+
, step potential 0.01 V, and scan rate 0.1 V s

-1
. 

Model compound Ep (non-basic) 

solution) (mV) 

Ep (with 2 mM 

Bu4NOH) (mV) 

Guaiacol (1) 70 80 

2,6-Dimethoxyphenol (2) 0 -10 

Vanillin (3) 290 330 

Vanillyl alcohol (4) 110 130 

Syringyl alcohol (5) 20 10 

Dehydrodivanillyl alcohol (6) 250 230 

Guaiacylglycol -guaiacyl ether (7) 50 90 

Guaiacylglycerol -guaiacyl ether (8) 60 70 

Syringylglycol -guaiacyl ether (9) 20 -a 

Syringylglycerol -guaiacyl ether (10) -a 40 

Biphenyl (propyl) (26)b -230 -310 

Pinoresinol (27)b -70 -240 

Dibenzodioxocin (-CH2OH) (28)b 120 -170 

Dibenzodioxocin (propyl) (29)b 240 110 
a No peak observed. 

b Unpublished data; other values are in publication II. 

 

The observed first anodic peaks from cyclic voltammetry measurements 

are listed in Table 7. Interestingly, the addition of a base to the measured 

solution decreased the oxidation potential in some cases and increased the 

potential in others. However, the relative order of oxidation peak potentials 

was the same in buffered and non-buffered solutions with all compounds 

except for guaiacylglycol--guaiacyl ether (7). 

Because compounds 3 and 6, vanillin and dehydrodivanillyl alcohol, are 

known oxidation products of vanillyl alcohol (4) and thus at a higher 

oxidation level, they were more difficult to oxidize compared to the other 

compounds as expected. The oxidizability of dibenzodioxocin compound 29 

was also low compared to other compounds. On the other hand, syringyl 

compounds were more easily oxidized compared to guaiacyl compounds. 

This was also expected, as the additional electron-donating methoxy 

substituents increase the electron density in the phenoxy group, thereby 

making it more readily oxidizable.63,175 

A comparison of biphenylic compounds (6 and 26) and dibenzodioxocin 

structures (28 and 29) revealed that the side chain might also have an 

impact on the oxidizability. Compared to the propyl, the hydroxymethyl side 

chain reduced the oxidizability of biphenyl 6 but increased the oxidizability 

of dibenzodioxocin 29. When the side chain was propyl, the oxidizabilities 

were reversed. In particular, in the case of dibenzodioxocins, the effect is  
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Figure 32 Schematic representation of the delocalization of the radical formed from oxidation 
of biphenylic compound 6. 

surprising as the distance between the side chain and the phenolic hydroxyl 

is fairly long. Apparently, the electronegative oxygen of the hydroxymethyl 

group reduces the electron density of the aromatic ring in biphenylic 

compound 6 (Fig. 32). Thus, the removal of the electron from the phenolic 

group of biphenyl 6 would be unfavourable as this would further decrease 

the electron density in the aromatic ring. On the other hand, the increased 

oxidizability of dibenzodioxocin 28 with hydroxymethyl groups is not as 

evident; it is possible that a computational evaluation of the radical 

distribution could be helpful in determining the accurate reason for the 

observed oxidizabilities of dibenzodioxocin compounds. The benzylic 

hydroxyl group, such as in compounds 6 and 28, is also present in the most 

common structure of lignin, the -O-4’ structure. Thus, based on these cyclic 

voltammetry measurements it would be tempting to speculate that during 

the biosynthesis of lignin, introduction of the dibenzodioxocin structure 

increases the reactivity of the biphenylic structure by increasing the 

oxidizability. 

3.2 REACTIVITY OF LACCASES ON DIFFERENT LIGNIN 
MODEL COMPOUNDS (PUBLICATIONS II AND V) 

3.2.1 THE EFFECT OF THE LIGNIN MODEL COMPOUND STRUCTURE 

ON REACTIVITY WITH LACCASES (PUBLICATION II) 

The first aim was to investigate reaction rates of different lignin model 

compounds with high- and low-redox laccases from the white rot fungus T. 

hirsuta (T1 copper redox-potential 780 mV56) and from the ascomycete 

fungus M. albomyces (470 mV74). The used lignin model compounds 

included guaiacylic (G) and syringylic (S) compounds and compounds of 

guaiacylic origin with a higher oxidation level (“once-oxidized”) compared to 
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the other ones. The reaction rates were determined by measuring oxygen 

consumption rates with an oxygen electrode under identical conditions for 

the two different laccases on the selected model compounds. Then, oxygen 

consumption rates were compared with the relative oxidation potentials of 

the lignin model compounds, determined with cyclic voltammetry, and with 

the phenolic pKa-values found in the literature176. Furthermore, the binding 

of the substrates in the laccase active site was evaluated with docking studies 

using the 3D structure of M. albomyces laccase and a model T. hirsuta 

laccase structure based on the homologous T. versicolor 3D structure. 

3.2.1.1 Consumption of the co-substrate oxygen in laccase-catalyzed 

oxidation of lignin model compounds 

The rate of the laccase-catalyzed oxidation of compounds 1–10 was 

studied by measuring the consumption of the co-substrate oxygen. The 

measurements were performed using both laccases, the low-redox M. 

albomyces laccase and the high-redox T. hirsuta laccase. The results of the 

oxygen consumption measurements are presented in Table 8. When the two 

different laccases were compared, T. hirsuta laccase oxidized all model 

compounds with a lower oxidation level (1, 2, 4, 5 and 7–10) at a more or 

less similar rate while the M. albomyces laccase seemed to be more active 

with the syringyl than the guaiacyl compounds. As expected, compounds 3 

and 6,   which are already at a high oxidation level, were oxidized at a slower 

rate compared to the other compounds. The oxidation rate of 7 was relatively   

Table 8 Oxygen consumption ratesin laccase-catalyzed reactions using lignin model 
compounds 1-10. Concentration of the model compound was 10 mM and 
laccase 2 nkat ml

-1
 (based on ABTS oxidation), measurements were carried out 

at pH 4.5 (Na-succinate buffer), in the presence of ethanol (50% for compound 7 
and 30% for other compounds). All measurements were repeated twice. 

Substrate c(O2) ((g l-1)s-1) 

 M. albomyces 

laccase 

T. hirsuta 

laccase 

Guaiacol (1) 11.0 ± 1.2 17.1 ± 1.8 

2,6-Dimethoxyphenol (2) 22.2 ± 3.5 16.9 ± 2.0 

Vanillin (3) 0.1 ± 0.0 1.8 ± 0.0 

Vanillyl alcohol (4) 11.8 ± 0.4 13.8 ± 0.9 

Syringyl alcohol (5) 19.8 ± 0.7 14.0 ± 0.7 

Dehydrodivanillyl alcohol (6) 1.3 ± 0.1 7.3 ± 0.2 

Guaiacylglycol--guaiacyl ether (7) 4.8 ± 0.6 7.8 ± 1.0 

Guaiacylglycerol--guaiacyl ether (8) 9.4 ± 0.8 12.8 ± 0.8 

Syringylglycol--guaiacyl ether (9) 13.8 ± 1.3 14.5 ± 1.1 

Syringylglycerol--guaiacyl ether (10) 17.2± 0.1 13.4 ± 0.7 
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slow for both the M. albomyces and T. hirsuta laccases. Due to the low 

solubility of compound 7, the measurements were conducted in a solution 

containing more ethanol (50% compared to 30%). Based on control activity 

measurements with compound 2, no decrease in activity was observed in the 

presence of ethanol (up to 50%), although decreased activities have been 

previously observed with several laccases in the presence of organic solvents 

(Table 4).  

It is possible, although unlikely, that secondary oxidation products 

formed in the reaction had an effect on the oxidation consumption results. 

For example, vanillin (3) and dehydrodivanillyl alcohol (6) are well-known 

oxidation products of vanillyl alcohol (4). With the M. albomyces laccase, 

their oxidation rate was very low compared with the other compounds. 

Further, with the T. hirsuta laccase, the oxidation rate of 6 was more 

significant and it could have had an additive effect to the oxidation rate of 4. 

However, calculated from the oxygen consumption rate of 4 and assuming 

that 4 formed only 6 as a product, the concentration of 6 would have been 

only 0.5 mM after 10 minutes in the solution, which was used to measure the 

oxidation rate of 4. From this, it was concluded that the oxygen consumption 

values were mainly due to oxidation of the primary substrates, which were 

used at 10 mM concentrations.  

3.2.1.2 Comparison of oxygen consumption rates to the relative redox 

potentials and the pKa-values of lignin model compounds 

The redox potentials of many substituted phenols have been calculated and 

compared with the kinetic data of the laccase from Trametes villosa (also 

called Polyporus pinsitus).63 Based on these studies, the oxidation rate seems 

to be proportional to the redox potential difference (E) between T1 copper 

of a laccase and a substrate. 

When comparing the oxidation rates (Table 8) it is evident that 

compounds 3 and 6, which are at a higher oxidation level and have highest 

oxidation potentials (Table 7), were more difficult to oxidize than the other 

compounds by both the M. albomyces and T. hirsuta laccases. The M. 

albomyces laccase, which has the lower redox-potential of the two laccases, 

seemed to be virtually unable to oxidize these compounds. The T. hirsuta 

laccase could oxidize them to a certain extent; compound 6, which has a 

lower oxidation potential, was more reactive compared to compound 3. As 

expected, the M. albomyces laccase oxidized the syringyl compounds with 

lower oxidation potentials, based on peak potential data (Table 7), faster 

than the corresponding guaiacyl compounds. In contrast, the T. hirsuta 

laccase, with a higher redox-potential than the M. albomyces laccase (redox-

potential difference of approximately 300 mV), oxidized the syringyl 

compounds at only a slightly higher rate than the guaiacyl compounds. 

Again, compound 7 is an exception to the rule likely due to its poor solubility.  
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Figure 33 Oxygen consumption rates for the studied lignin model compounds as a function of 
peak potential. Filled patterns indicate oxidation with M. albomyces laccase and 
empty patterns with T. hirsuta laccase. Circle: syringylic compound, square: 
guaiacylic compound, triangle: vanillin (3) and dehydrodivanillyl alcohol (6). 

In Fig. 33, where this comparison is illustrated, it is evident that the model 

compounds form three groups according to their relative oxidation 

potentials. Guaiacylic and syringylic compounds form two groups and 

compounds 3 and 6, which have much higher oxidation potentials compared 

to the other compounds, form their own group. Here, it can be clearly seen 

that the T. hirsuta laccase oxidizes the compounds with a higher oxidation 

potential (guaiacylic compounds, 3 and 6) at a higher rate but the M. 

albomyces laccase is faster when examining at the group of syringylic 

compounds. 

According to a comparative analysis with several fungal laccases for 

oxidation of a series of phenols, anilines, and benzenethiols Xu (1996) 

showed that the rate of oxidation is proportional to the redox-potential 

difference between the T1 copper site and the substrate.63 Furthermore, for 

phenols, the steric effect of small ortho-substituents, for example, OH, OCH3, 

and C2H5, was found to be unimportant. It is surprising that, according to 

these results, the T. hirsuta laccase oxidized syringyl compounds at similar 

rates as the corresponding guaiacyl compounds, although the redox 

potentials of the syringyl compounds are substantially lower, thereby 

indicating that there might be specificity differences due to the OCH3 o-

substituents. With the low-redox-potential M. albomyces laccase, the results 

are consistent with the redox-potential difference between the T1 copper site 

and the substrate theory: syringyl compounds were oxidized at a clearly 

higher rate than guaiacyl compounds. 

In this study, reaction rates at only one concentration were measured; 

however, the chosen concentration was sufficiently high (10 mM) in order 
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not to limit the reaction. Apart from a few exceptions, the Km values of 

laccases are usually less than 1 mM for phenolic substrates.21 Thus, it can be 

stated that laccases were saturated with the substrate in the kinetic 

measurements. 

To further analyze the observed results, the kinetic parameters, Km and 

kcat, for the simplest syringylic and guaiacylic lignin model compounds used 

in the study (1 and 2) were compared. For the M. albomyces laccase, the 

values were determined earlier74 in the same laboratory as they were 

determined for the T. hirsuta laccase for this study (Table 9). For the 

purpose of comparison, the kinetic values were determined at pH 6, which is 

more optimal for the M. albomyces laccase. For both laccases, the Km value 

of 2 was smaller compared to 1. However, the difference was much greater in 

the case of the M. albomyces laccase. The very low Km value of 2 for the M. 

albomyces laccase indicates that this enzyme has a high affinity for syringylic 

compounds. However, in order to fully evaluate the role of the substrate 

binding, methods have to be developed to measure binding constants. With 

both enzymes, the kcat value of 1 was smaller than the kcat of 2. By examining 

the kcat/Km, the specificity constant, which is a measure for the enzyme’s 

substrate specificity, the value obtained with the M. albomyces laccase is 3.6 

× 10-4M-1s-1 for 1 and 1089.8 × 10-4M-1s-1 for 2; the values with the T. hirsuta 

laccase were 24.5 × 10-4M-1s-1 for 1 and 216.2 × 10-4M-1s-1 for 2. This indicates 

that both enzymes have a preference for syringyl compounds. At more than 

two orders of magnitude, this selectivity seems to be the most striking for the 

M. albomyces laccase, while for the T. hirsuta laccase it is slightly less than 

one order of magnitude. This type of selectivity was also observed in another 

study comparing oxidation catalyzed by high- and low-redox laccases 

(Trametes villosa and Myceliophthora thermophila laccases, 790 and 460 

mV) with several substituted phenols and anilines.64 However, because the 

redox potential of the T1 copper has not been routinely determined for all 

laccases, further evaluation of factors affecting the preferences of different 

laccases is not possible, although the kinetic data is readily available for 

different laccases (Table 3). 

  

Table 9 Kinetic parameters, Km and kcat with simple, guaiacylic and syringylic substrates, 
guaiacol (1) and 2,6-dimethoxyphenol (2), for M. albomyces

74
 and T. hirsuta 

laccases. All values have been determined at pH 6.0 (MES-NaOH buffer). 
Specificity constant, kcat/Km, has been calculated from the determined values 

Compound M. albomyces laccase T. hirsuta laccase 

 Km  

(M) 

kcat  

(s-1) 

kcat/Km 

 (10-4M-1s-1) 

Km  

(M) 

kcat  

(s-1) 

kcat/Km  

(10-4M-1s-1) 

1 890 32 3.6 66 16 24.5 

2 5.2 57 1089.8 37 80 216.2 
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Another property that might affect the reaction rate of a phenol is its ability 

to deprotonate to form phenolate ion in aqueous solutions. The pKa- values, 

characterizing this property, have been measured by Ragnar et al. (2000) for 

many lignin model compounds (Table 10).176 However, a comparison of 

these pKa-values with the oxygen consumption data reveals that there seems 

to be no clear correlation between these values. Actually, the pKa-values of 

guaiacyl and syringyl compounds are very similar. This result is consistent 

with the study of Tadesse et al. (2008), where it was shown that the rate-

determining step in a laccase-catalyzed oxidation is the electron-transfer 

from the phenolic substrate to laccase and the resulting radical cation is 

rapidly deprotonated.64 

  

Table 10 The pKa-values found in existing literature for the studied lignin model 
compounds.

176
 

Compound pKa 

Guaiacol (1) 9.93 

2,6-Dimethoxyphenol (2) 9.98 

Vanillin (3) 7.40 

Vanillyl alcohol (4) 9.78 

Syringyl alcohol (5) 9.87 

Dehydrodivanillyl alcohol (6) 6.87 

Guaiacylglycerol--guaiacyl ether (8) 9.88 

3.2.1.3 Docking of lignin model compounds to the active sites of 

laccases 

The top panel of Fig. 34 shows the known T. versicolor complex structure 

with 2,5-dimethylaniline (2,5-xylidine) bound in its active site (RSCB PDB-

code 1KYA).62 This complex laccase structure with a small aromatic 

compound bound in the active site was used for the modeling of the lignin 

model compounds used in this study. The middle panel of Fig. 34 shows the 

T. hirsuta model structure, in which the active site is completely conserved as 

compared to the T. versicolor laccase. The structure of the T. hirsuta laccase 

was published after the publication of this study by Polyakov et al. (2009, 

RSCB PDB-code 3FPX).177 The syringaldehyde shown in the active site of the 

enzyme was positioned on the basis of the binding orientation of 2,5-xylidine 

observed in the T. versicolor structure, assuming a similar orientation of 

phenolic compounds and aniline derivatives. No steric clashes with the active 

site of the enzyme were observed. The bottom panel of Fig. 34 shows the 

structure of the M. albomyces laccase with syringaldehyde in the active site. 

The orientation of the syringaldehyde relative to the M. albomyces active site 

was unchanged and is based on a superposition of the backbone atoms of the 

two different laccases. It seemed that the guaiacylic and syringylic  
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Figure 34 Active site views of the M. albomyces and T. hirsuta laccases. Top panel: molecular 
surface of active site of the T. versicolor laccase containing 2,5-xylidine (RSCB 
PDB-code 1KYA).

62
 Middle: molecular surface of T. hirsuta laccase active site 

containing syringaldehyde. Bottom: molecular surface of M. albomyces laccase 
active site containing syringaldehyde. 
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compounds used in this study fitted well in both the active site of the T. 

hirsuta and M. albomyces laccases. Syringylic compounds, with two o-

methoxyl groups to the phenol, might have some additional interactions with 

the active site, thereby resulting in a higher affinity compared to guaiacylic 

compounds; this might explain the lower Kms of syringylic-type compounds 

compared to guaiacylic compounds (Table 9). Substituents at the para 

position to the phenolic hydroxyl moiety point outwards; therefore, it is very 

likely that a bulky side chain in -O-4’ models (7–10) does not contribute 

much to the binding of the substrates. Dehydrodivanillyl alcohol (6) is an 

exception to this; a simple superposition leads to steric clashes with active 

sites of both enzymes. Rotating the biphenylic rings to a less favourable 

conformation improved the fit, but one has to move the molecule relative to 

2,5-xylidine to make the binding possible. For the accurate docking of 

dehydrovanillyl alcohol (6) a better template structure would be required. In 

addition to the high oxidation potential, a different, less favourable binding 

mode might explain the lower activity observed for this compound. Based on 

these studies, structural features explaining the low and high Km values for 

the syringylic and guaiacylic compounds could not be ascertained.  

3.2.2 EFFECT OF THE PRESENCE OF WOOD DISSOLVING IONIC 

LIQUID 1-ALLYL-3-METHYLIMIDAZOLIUM CHLORIDE ON THE 

ACTIVITY OF LACCASE (PUBLICATION V) 

The aim was to investigate reactivity of the M. albomyces laccase in the 

presence of the ionic liquid (IL), 1-allyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride 

([Amim]Cl). This IL was expected to affect the laccase activity because it 

dissolves wood by breaking the hydrogen-bonding network of cellulose. The 

M. albomyces laccase was chosen for these experiments because it is 

thermostable (optimum temperature 60–70 °C), which was expected to 

improve the general stability of the enzyme. This enzyme also has a rather 

broad pH optimum (e.g., pH 5.0–7.5 determined with guaiacol, and pH 6–7 

with syringaldazine).178 The M. albomyces laccase has also been shown to 

remain active in the presence of various organic solvents.90 The activity of the 

enzyme was determined in different pH-values and different [Amim]Cl 

concentrations by following the product formation of 2,6-dimethoxyphenol 

(2) spectrophotometrically. 

Effect of [Amim]Cl concentration on the pH optimum of the 

laccase. The optimum pH of M. albomyces laccase was determined in the 

absence and presence of 20% and 60% [Amim]Cl with 2,6-dimethoxyphenol 

(2) as the substrate (Fig. 35). Full 100% activity refers to the highest activity 

in that particular solvent system (buffer - [Amim]Cl concentration pair). 

Measurements were performed in two different buffering systems, McIlvaine 

(Na-citrate-phosphate) and Na-citrate buffers, because phosphate was 

insoluble at higher [Amim]Cl concentrations above pH 6.0. 

In the absence of [Amim]Cl, the optimum pH was 6.5 for 2,6- 
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Figure 35 Relative activity of the M. albomyces laccase at different pH-values and different 
[Amim]Cl concentrations. Black line: Na-citrate-phosphate buffer, red line: Na-citrate 
buffer; [Amim]Cl concentrations: square 0%, triangle 20% and circle 60%. 

dimethoxyphenol. The obtained value is very similar to the pH optima of M. 

albomyces laccase determined for other phenolic substrates, guaiacol (5-7.5) 

and syringaldazine (6-7).178 

When the concentration of [Amim]Cl was increased to 20%, the pH 

optimum remained the same. However, the activity of the enzyme at the 

acidic and the basic ends of the pH scale was markedly reduced, as compared  

to 0% [Amim]Cl. At pH values 4.0 and 8.0, there were only 7% and 17% left 

of the maximum activity. At 60% [Amim]Cl concentration the pH optimum 

was shifted to 6.0. Further, the pH scale at which the laccase remained active 

was further narrowed compared to 20% [Amim]Cl. The activity decreased 

more at the acidic end of the scale, even though the pH optimum shifted to a 

more acidic value. 

Effect of [Amim]Cl concentration on the laccase activity. The 

activity of the M. albomyces laccase was determined at five different 

[Amim]Cl concentrations (0–80%) with 2,6-dimethoxyphenol (2) as the 

substrate. Activity measurements were performed in two different buffers, 

Na-citrate (pH 6.0) and Na-succinate (pH 4.5), that is, at optimal and 

suboptimal pH-values.  

It is evident from Table 11 that increasing the amount of [Amim]Cl 

decreased the laccase activity, as was expected. When the [Amim]Cl 

concentration increased from 40% to 60%, laccase activity at the optimum 

pH (6.0) decreased most clearly, from 72% to 23%, as compared to the 

activity in the absence of [Amim]Cl. At  an [Amim]Cl concentration of 80%, 

13% of the activity remained. At pH 4.5, the most remarkable decrease in 

activity, from 100% to 41%, occurred when the [Amim]Cl concentration was 
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increased from 0% to 20%; at an [Amim]Cl concentration of 80%, only 2% of 

the activity remained. 

Table 11 Activity of the M. albomyces laccase, determined as a function of [Amim]Cl 
concentration at pH 4.5 (Na-succinate buffer) and pH 6 (Na-citrate buffer). 
Activity was determined using 2,6-dimethoxyphenol as the substrate. The 
enzyme dosage used was twice as high at pH 4.5 compared to the dosage used 
at pH 6.0. 

[Amim]Cl (m-%) Activity at pH 4.5 Activity at pH 6.0 

 nkat ml−1 % nkat ml−1 % 

0 700 100 1189 100 

20 288 41 987 83 

40 93 13 853 72 

60 31 4 273 23 

80 11 2 160 13 

3.3 REACTION PRODUCTS FROM LACCASE-
CATALYZED REACTIONS OF LIGNIN MODEL 
COMPOUNDS (PUBLICATION III) 

3.3.1 FORMATION RATES OF DIFFERENT PRODUCTS FROM 

LACCASE-CATALYZED REACTIONS OF GUAIACYLIC- AND 

SYRINGYLIC-TYPE COMPOUNDS 

To obtain a more clear understanding of the reactions of laccase and 

lignocellulosic material, the effects of redox potential of the laccase and 

reaction time on product pattern were investigated. Direct reactions with 

both laccases, from M. albomyces and T. hirsuta, with lignin model 

compounds 3–10 were elucidated at pH 4.5 (Na-succinate buffer). The 

formation of oxidation products was analyzed as a function of time with 

HPLC and LC-MS. By using these methods, the order by which the products 

were formed, the formation rates of the products and the differences between 

low- and high-redox potential laccases were obtained. The structures of the 

products, deduced on the basis of their mass values from LC-MS, were 

further verified by fractionating the acetylated products and analyzing them 

with NMR spectroscopy and high-resolution ESI-MS. The same oxidation 

products were obtained with both laccases and, thus, the fractionation and 

detailed analyse were conducted with only one of the laccases, depending on 

the model compound. In addition to the oxidation products from laccase-

catalyzed oxidation, unexpected products resulting from the acetylation of 

syringylic-type compounds were also found. 
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3.3.1.1 Structures of oxidation products from laccase-catalyzed 

oxidation of lignin model compounds 3-10 

 

Figure 36 Oxidation of vanillin (3) and guaiacylic -O-4’ dimers (7 and 8) in laccase-catalyzed 
reactions. 

 

Figure 37 Oxidation products of vanillyl alcohol (4) in laccase-catalyzed reactions. 
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With vanillin (3) and guaiacylic -O-4’ dimers 7 and 8, only one type of 

oxidation product, a 5-5’ coupling product, was observed (Fig. 36). These 

types of products were highly expected as typical and well-known oxidation 

products in guaiacylic lignin model compound oxidations.  

Vanillyl alcohol (4) yielded the most complicated distribution of oxidation 

products (Fig. 37). Three different types of 5-5’ coupling products were 

formed: one formed straightforward from two radicals of vanillyl alcohol (6), 

and the other two had one (33) or two (30) benzylic hydroxyl groups 

oxidized. Vanillin (3), a product formed when the benzylic hydroxyl of 

vanillyl alcohol is oxidized, was also formed. The structures of trimeric and 

tetrameric (based on mass values in MS) oxidation products unfortunately 

remained unresolved because they were in the same fraction in almost 

equimolar amounts. The trimer could have been composed of 5-5’ and 1-O-4’  

linkages, as C-O coupled products have been recently suggested to be the 

intermediate products leading to the final, detected products when a 

phenolic compound is used to mediate the laccase-catalyzed oxidation.125 The 

tetrameric product could have been of the dibenzodioxepin type (35), which 

was also detected in the case of dehydrodivanillyl alcohol (6, Fig. 38), but 

the verification of these structures was not possible without detailed NMR 

spectral data. 

Dehydrodivanillyl alcohol (6, Fig. 38) yielded the same benzylic hydroxyl 

oxidized products 30 and 33 observed with vanillyl alcohol (4). In addition,  

 

Figure 38 Oxidation products of dehydrodivanillyl alcohol (6) in laccase-catalyzed reactions. 
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Figure 39 Oxidation products of syringyl alcohol (5) in laccase-catalyzed reactions. 

 

Figure 40 Oxidation products of dimeric -O-4’ compounds containing a phenolic syringyl unit 
(9 or 10) in laccase-catalyzed reactions. 

dibenzodioxepin-type structures, with one or two oxidized benzylic hydroxyls 

were observed (34–36). It was impossible to determine whether 35 or 36, or 

both were present in the product mixture. The tetramer found in the 

oxidation of vanillyl alcohol (4) was probably like structure 35 or 36 because 

it had the same mass value and dehydrodivanillyl alcohol is an oxidation 

product of vanillyl alcohol (4). The formation of dibenzodioxepins as lignin 

dehydrogenation products is a known reaction,179,180 but to the best of the 

author’s knowledge, oxidation of their side chains has not been reported thus 

far. 

Oxidation products detected for syringyl alcohol (5, Fig. 39) were 

syringaldehyde (37) and 2,6-dimethoxy-p-benzoquinone (38). This product 

(38) has been previously shown to be formed from syringaldehyde through 

2,6-dimethoxy-p-hydroquinone, which was not, however, detected in this 

study.109 The oxidation products observed for syringylic -O-4’ dimers 9 and 

10 were 39 and 40 (Fig. 40), which resulted from benzylic hydroxyl 

oxidation. 

Yields of oxidation products and starting material recovered from 

oxidations after fractionation to the original starting material are presented 

in Table 12. On the basis of all results, the main reactions of lignin model 

compounds oxidized by laccase are 5-5’ coupling and oxidation of benzylic 
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Table 12 Yield of material recovered from oxidations (reaction time = 24 h) after 
fractionation. 

 Yield 

(%) 

Prod. Yield 

(%) 

Prod. Yield 

(%) 

Prod. Yield 

(%) 

Prod. Yield 

(%) 

Total 

yield 

(%) 

3 35.1 30 43.5       78.6 

4 0.7 3 2.7 6 <13.9a 30 4.7 33 2.5 <24.5b 

5 c 37 7.5 38 2.1 41 3.0   12.6 

6 7.6 30 3.4 33 3.1 34 8.6 35,36 2.9 25.6 

7 8.0 31 18.7       26.7 

8 35.9 32 3.6       39.5 

9 29.5 39 30.4 42 5.7d     65.6 

10 12.0 40 47.5 43 3.1d     62.6 
a A small amount of unidentified material was present; the yield has been calculated from the total 

weight of the fraction.  

b The true yield might be slightly higher, because structures of trimeric and tetrameric compounds 

could not be resolved (the yield of their fraction was 7 m-%). 

c The starting material was not recoverd, probably because it reacted during acetylation. 

d A product resulting from a reaction of the oxidation product during acetylation. 

 

hydroxyl group. Only one product was formed by these reactions with 

vanillin (3) and -O-4’ dimers 7–10. From these compounds, the guaiacylic 

model compounds yielded 5-5’ coupling products and syringylic models were 

oxidized from benzylic positions. 

Coupling to biphenylic products is a well-known reaction in the oxidation 

of guaiacylic lignin model compounds. For the benzylic hydroxyl oxidation by 

laccase, two different mechanisms have been proposed (Figs. 21 and 23). In 

principle, a similar mechanism that has been suggested to occur in the 

oxidation of a nonphenolic substrate by a phenolic mediator could be 

possible between two phenoxy radicals as well (Fig. 41). In the presented 

mechanism, a hydrogen atom from the benzylic position would be 

transferred to another phenoxy radical. Of course, the mechanism proposed 

is, as are the other ones, only a hyphothetical one. 

 

Figure 41 Mechanism suggestion for benzylic hydroxyl oxidation catalyzed by laccase. 
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Interestingly, any degradation products that have been detected for 

syringylglycerol -guaiacyl ether (10, Fig. 22) in earlier studies were not 

found. Moreover, the products that were found in this study for vanillyl 

alcohol (4) differed from those found in other studies (Fig. 19), except for 

vanillin (3) and dehydrodivanillyl alcohol (6). The reasons for the different 

results are not very clear based on these results, but a few that might affect 

the outcome are different enzyme activities, reaction temperatures, substrate 

concentrations, etc. The differences are not most probably due to different 

laccases because the same products were acquired with both laccases used. 

On the other hand, Wariishi et al. (1987) and Kawai et al. (1990) obtained 

different products in the case of syringylglycerol -guaiacyl ether (10) using 

the same laccase from C. versicolor.150,151  

Compared to other reaction conditions, the greatest difference seems to 

be in the amount of used enzyme activities. However, these are difficult to 

compare because of the different activity determination methods. For 

example, Kawai et al. (1988)148 used an activity of 2400–4800 nkat ml-1 

(activity determined with syringaldazine) and Crestini et al. (2003)145 used 

10 U ml-1 (equal to 167 nkat ml-1, activity measured with ABTS). Thus, based 

on this comparison it seems that the most important factor, in terms of 

reaction product distributions, is the amount of activity used. The amount is 

probably proportional to the concentration of radicals formed, which most 

likely has an impact on the course of the reaction. However, according to a 

more recent study by Areskogh et al. (2010), the reaction product 

distribution of vanillyl alcohol (4) is affected by the pH.144 The effect of 

different combinations of different reaction conditions will be addressed in a 

greater detail in a subsequent section (Sec. 3.4). 

3.3.1.2 Formation of oxidation products as a function of time 

The formation of oxidation products was analyzed as a function of time with 

HPLC and LC-MS analyses. Analyses were performed with both laccases to 

reveal possible differences between the enzymes. First-detection times of 

oxidation products for the M. albomyces laccase are presented in Table 13, 

and those for the T. hirsuta laccase are presented in Table 14. 

Coupling to 5-5’ dimers seemed to be faster compared to benzylic 

hydroxyl oxidation. The other possible products, dibenzodioxepins and p- 

benzoquinone, were formed even later. The results also showed that for 

guaiacylic compounds benzylic hydroxyl oxidation was not preferred. 

Guaiacylic -O-4’ dimers were not oxidized to ketones at all, and side- 

chain oxidation of dehydrodivanillyl alcohol (6) occurred more rapidly than 

that of the vanillyl alcohol (4). This result was also consistent with a previous 

finding that in early reaction stages laccase polymerizes phenolic lignin 

model compounds even in the presence of a mediator and a mediator then 

degrades the formed polymer.181 
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Table 13 First detection times of oxidation products in reactions catalyzed by M. 
albomyces laccase. The structures of the compounds are presented in Figs. 
36–40. The highlighted compounds refer to the differences compared to the T. 
hirsuta laccase (Table 14). 

Model 1 min 5 min 10 min 30 min 1 h 2 h 4 h 24 h 

3      30   

4  6     33 3, 30, trimer, 

tetramer 

5   37     38 

6   33    34 30, 35, 36 

7  31       

8    32     

9  39       

10   40      
a Enzyme dosage twice as high (based on activity) as in other experiments. 

Table 14 First detection time of oxidation products in reactions catalyzed by T. hirsuta 
laccase The structures of the compounds are presented in Figs. 36–40. The 
highlighted compounds refer to the differences compared to the M. albomyces 
laccase (Table 13). 

Model 1 min 5 min 10 min 30 min 1 h 2 h 4 h 24 h 

3   30      

4  6    33 3 30, trimer, 

tetramer 

5   37     38 

6   33 34    30, 35, 36 

7  31       

8   32      

9  39       

10    40     
a Enzyme dosage twice as high (based on activity) as in other experiments. 

  

Vanillyl alcohol (4) and dehydrodivanillyl alcohol (6) yielded very similar 

products, which is understandable by the fact that 6 is the main product 

from oxidation of 4. Actually, one of the reasons why 6 was also included in 

the study was that it revealed how some products of 4 were formed. The 

formation of dehydrodivanillin (30) and the biphenylic compound of vanillin 

and vanillyl alcohol (33) from vanillyl alcohol (4) could, in principle, take 

place in two ways: (1) two molecules of 4 are coupled to form 6, which is then 

further oxidized from benzylic positions or (2) 4 is first oxidized to form 3, 

followed by 5-5’ coupling. The first reaction is probably dominating because 

vanillin (3) and dehydrodivanillin (30) were formed after 33 and 

dehydrodivanillyl alcohol (6) also yielded products 30 and 33. 
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As mentioned above, it could not be confirmed whether the structure of 

the dibenzodioxepin with two benzylic hydroxyls oxidized was 35 or 36. The 

“parent” dibenzodioxepin, in which no benzylic hydroxyls are oxidized, was 

absent from the product mixture. This is understandable because the 

benzylic hydroxyl oxidation of dehydrodivanillyl alcohol (6) begins well 

before any dibenzodioxepins were detected and the benzylic oxidation may 

also be the preferred reaction compared to dibenzodioxepin formation. 

Further, there were also some differences in the reaction rates between 

the two laccases used. The differences between the two enzymes have been 

highlighted in Tables 13 and 14. The T. hirsuta laccase more rapidly formed 

dehydrodivanillin (30) from vanillin (3) and products that were formed after 

primary products from vanillyl alcohol (4) and dehydrodivanillyl alcohol (6). 

Tetrameric 32 from guaiaglycerol -guaiacyl ether (8) was also formed more 

rapidly by the T. hirsuta laccase. The M. albomyces laccase was faster in 

forming 40 from syringylglycerol -guaiacyl ether (10). Thus, T. hirsuta 

laccase seemed to form products faster from guaiacylic models, whereas the 

M. albomyces laccase seemed to be slightly faster with syringylic models. 

This may be a sign of the difference in substrate specificity between the 

laccases, thereby supporting earlier findings (publication II). 

3.3.1.3 Products resulting from the acetylation of syringylic 

compounds 

In the case of syringyl compounds, and not with guaiacyl compounds, a few 

products were observed only after acetylation. These were formed from 

product mixtures of syringyl alcohol (5) and of -O-4’ dimers 9 and 10.   

The product from acetylation of oxidized syringyl alcohol (5) was 

cyclotrisyringylene (41, Fig. 42). This product was also formed in small 

amounts when 5 was acetylated without oxidation by laccase. Compounds 

similar to cyclotrisyringylene (41), for example, cyclotriveratrylene and its 

derivatives, are usually synthesized in acidic conditions (for example, Vériot 

et al. (1995)182), but are apparently also formed in basic conditions. The 

reaction is probably enabled by the electron-donating methoxyl group in the 

aromatic ring and a good leaving group provided by the acetylation. It is also 

highly probable that syringyl alcohol was even further polymerized during 

acetylation because of the low yield of material recovered after fractionation. 

Products 42 and 43 were most probably formed from oxidation products 

39 and 40 and can be explained by the acidic proton next to a carbonyl 

group formed in oxidation and the presence of basic pyridine (Fig. 43). 

Compound 43 was also detected by Kawai et al. (1990)151 with GC-MS after 

acetylation, but they believed that it was formed during GC analysis. 

Because there might be some rather complicated reactions, as in the case 

of syringyl alcohol (5) that can oligomerize or polymerize, the high reactivity 

of syringylic compounds should be taken into account when they are 

modified prior to analysis. 
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Figure 42 Tentative mechanism for acetylation product 41 from syringyl alcohol (5).  

 

Figure 43 Tentative mechanism for products formed from oxidation products 39 and 40 as a 
result of acetylation. 
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3.4 COMPUTATIONAL EVALUATION OF THE FACTORS 
AFFECTING PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION IN 
LACCASE-CATALYZED OXIDATION OF VANILLYL 
ALCOHOL (PUBLICATION IV) 

From the laccase-catalyzed oxidation of vanillyl alcohol (4), three variable 

sets of products have been reported. Crestini et al. (2003) obtained vanillin 

(3) and 4,4’-dihydroxy-3,3’-dimethoxybenzophenone when T. versicolor 

laccase was used to catalyze the oxidation at pH 5 (Sec. 1.2.2). On the other 

hand, during this study it was found that in addition to vanillin (3), 5-5’ 

coupled dimers (6, 30, and 33) were formed as the main products, followed 

by further reactions when the oxidation was catalyzed by the T. hirsuta and 

M. albomyces laccases at pH 4.5 (Sec. 3.3.1.1, publication III). In addition, 

Areskogh et al. (2010) detected 5-5’ and 5-O-4’ dimers, when the T. villosa 

and M. thermophila laccases were used for oxidation at pH values 5 and 7.5 

(Sec. 1.2.2). The product distribution was found to vary according to the pH: 

the 5-5’ products were formed preferably at the more acidic pH.  

The aim of this part of the work was to study the combined effect of 

varying reaction conditions, such as pH, enzyme dosage and temperature, on 

the product distribution of laccase-catalyzed oxidation of vanillyl alcohol (4). 

The thermostable M. albomyces laccase was used in the experiments; it has a 

wide pH-optimum range with guaiacol (1), which has a similar structure 

(methoxyphenol) compared to vanillyl alcohol. In order to understand how 

different reaction conditions might affect product distribution, the 

thermodynamics of the reactions were evaluated in detail by computational 

methods. All the relevant intermediates of the reactions were included in the 

study where energies were obtained at DFT((U)B3LYP)/6-311++G(2df,2p) 

level of theory from the geometries obtained at the DFT((U)B3LYP)/6-

31+G(d) level.  

3.4.1 INITIAL OXIDATION PRODUCTS AND THE EFFECT OF 

REACTION CONDITIONS ON PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION 

Based on earlier studies conducted with vanillyl alcohol (4) it was assumed 

that three different products could be formed initially from two phenoxy 

radicals of vanillyl alcohol (4): 5-5’ dimer (6), 5-O-4’ dimer (44), and vanillin 

(3). The tentative reaction pathways for the formation of each product are 

depicted in Figs. 44 and 45. It is generally accepted that coupling of two 

phenoxy radicals leads to the formation of a quinone, which is rearomatized 

to the final product. However, the mechanisms of the rearomatization and 

the oxidation of the hydroxymethyl side chain of phenols (Sec. 1.1.3.2) have 

not been verified yet. All reaction pathways were studied by comparing the 

observed product distributions with the calculated thermodynamic 

parameters of the ionic structures that may be proposed to be involved. The 

reaction pathways considered are presented in Figs. 44 and 45 through 
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Figure 44 Tentative mechanisms for the formation of 5-5’ (6) and 5-O-4’ (44) coupling 
products. 

tentative formal ionic intermediates. Free energies and pKa-values were 

calculated for each ion and final product. It is evident that all these formal 

ions do not represent actual accumulating intermediates as such. 

Nevertheless, the calculated pKa-values of these limiting structures allow us 

to make conclusions on the predominating ionic forms under the reaction 

conditions, which is an essential factor for deducing possible mechanisms. 

Furthermore, the state of equilibrium may be estimated over the sequential 

ions. Thus, the data is valuable for a discussion of the factors that steer the 

competition between the pathways. 

Three different mechanisms were considered for the formation of vanillin 

(3, Fig. 45). First, it has been shown that phenolic mediators (ArOH) or 

mediators containing a hydroxylamine (-NOH) group act through the 

transfer of a hydrogen atom from the benzylic position of a non-phenolic 
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Figure 45 Tentative mechanisms for the formation of vanillin (3). 

substrate (Sec. 1.1.3.2). Secondly, the laccase-catalyzed reaction of a 

syringylic  -1’ model compound in the presence of H2
18O has been shown to 

produce degradation products containing the 18O, which has been explained 

by a cationic intermediate (Sec. 1.2.2, Fig. 21). The mechanism through 1-O-

4’ intermediate has been suggested earlier by Kirk et al. (1968) and indirectly 

by Rosado et al. (2012) (Secs. 1.1.3.2 and 1.2.2, Fig. 23). Although the 1-O-4’ 

dimer has not been detected to form in the oxidation of vanillyl alcohol (4), 

the structure has been identified from the oligomeric products of 4 and 
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vanillic acid (Sec. 1.2.2, Fig. 19). Thus, mechanisms for the formation of 

vanillin (3) were proposed on the basis of 1) hydrogen atom transfer from the 

benzylic position by a phenoxy radical, 2) formation of a quinonoid 1-O-4’ 

dimer, which could be then degraded to vanillin (3) and the phenol, and 3) 

on a disproportionation leading to a cation, which could deprotonate to form 

vanillin. 

The assumption that at the initial stages of oxidation catalyzed by laccase 

only products 3, 6, and 44 would form was seemingly correct: these products 

were the only ones detected in all experiments after the two hour reaction 

time. The amounts of different products were quantified using HPLC and 

authentic compounds for external calibration. The yields of oxidation 

products and unreacted vanillyl alcohol are presented in Table 15. The 

highest dosage of 50 nkat ml-1 was applied only in one experiment because 

the product distribution was very similar compared to 10 nkat ml-1 dosage at 

a higher temperature. In other words, the increase in temperature had a 

similar effect on product formation as the increase in enzyme dosage. 

Table 15 The amounts of vanillyl alcohol and different oxidation products from laccase-
catalyzed reactions using a reaction time of 2 h and under different reaction 
conditions. 

Yields of compounds 3, 4, 6 and 44 (%) 

dosage 

(nkat ml-1) 

t 

(°C) 

pH 4 6 44 3 Total 

1 rt 4.5 89.5 7.7 - - 97.2 

1 rt 5.0 95.1 8.9 - - 104.0 

1 rt 6.0 92.0 9.4 - - 101.4 

1 rt 7.0 98.6 8.6 - - 107.2 

1 rt 7.5 96.4 4.0 - 1.7 102.1 

1 45 4.5 97.7 9.1 - - 106.8 

1 45 5.0 87.0 8.3 - - 95.3 

1 45 6.0 96.5 6.9 - - 103.4 

1 45 7.0 95.2 6.7 - - 101.9 

1 45 7.5 97.9 2.2 - - 100.1 

10 rt 4.5 73.3 24.5 - 0.5 98.3 

10 rt 5.0 83.8 17.6 - - 101.4 

10 rt 6.0 71.2 15.4 1.7 0.6 88.9 

10 rt 7.0 69.5 15.5 2.0 0.7 91.0 

10 rt 7.5 74.7 15.7 - 0.6 91.0 

10 45 4.5 60.3 33.7 2.1 0.8 96.9 

10 45 5.0 61.0 33.9 2.1 0.6 97.6 

10 45 6.0 67.8 17.6 1.5 0.8 87.7 

10 45 7.0 68.7 17.3 1.6 0.5 88.1 

10 45 7.5 71.9 15.5 - 0.6 88.0 

50 rt 4.5 57.2 31.6 2.1 1.0 91.9 
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Figure 46 Yield of the 5-5’ dimer as a function of pH under varying reaction conditions. 
Diamond: enzyme dosage 1 nkat ml

-1
, room temperature (rt); square: 1 nkat ml

-1
, 

45°C; triangle: 10 nkat ml
-1
, rt; multiplication symbol: 10 nkat ml

-1
, 45°C. 

At the lowest enzyme dosage applied, only the 5-5’ product 6 was formed, 

except in one experiment (pH 7.5, at room temperature). The 5-O-4’ product 

44 and vanillin (3) were observed as minor products at higher enzyme 

dosages.  

With the lowest enzyme dosage applied at room temperature, the 

optimum pH range for the formation of the 5-5’ product 6 was 5–7, which is 

similar compared to guaiacol (5–7.5)178 Under all other conditions, the 

highest amount of the 5-5’ product 6 was formed at the lowest pH 4.5 and the 

yield was decreased with increasing pH (Fig. 46). Similarly, the total 

amount of oxidation products decreased with increasing pH. This result is in 

accordance with the earlier report on decreasing activity of laccases with an 

increase in the pH-value.85  

The limits of the applied quantitative HPLC prevented very accurate 

evaluation of the amounts of 5-O-4’ dimer (44) and vanillin (3). However, 

these were formed at pH > 6.0 at room temperature; moreover, at higher 

temperature they were formed over the pH-range studied. The absence of the 

5-O-4’ product 44 at pH 7.5 may be an indication of lability of this 

compound at more basic conditions, although no degradation products were 

detected. The slight loss of recovered material at higher enzyme dosages, 

which were required for the formation of products 3 and 44, could also be 

due to increased coupling of free radicals with the aromatic amino acids of 

laccase,183 as no other products formed from vanillyl alcohol (trimers etc.) 

were detected. 

Summarizing the results of product distribution, the amount of the 5-5’ 

product 6 and total yield of the oxidation products decreased with an 

increase in the pH-value. Consequently, the relative amounts of 5-O-4’ (44) 

and vanillin (3) were increased with increasing pH value and enzyme dosage. 

At higher pH-values the ratio of the products was possibly distorted because 
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of the decrease in the total amount of all compounds and the possible lability 

of the 5-O-4’ compound (44). 

3.4.2 COMPUTATIONAL EVALUATION OF THE OBSERVED PRODUCT 

DISTRIBUTION 

The energies for each product and intermediate were determined using 

DFT((U)B3LYP)/6-311++G(2df,2p) level of theory and the solvent effects 

were taken into account by applying the polarizable continuum solvation 

model (PCM). The geometries were optimized by DFT((U)B3LYP)/6-31+G(d) 

calculations, which also provided zero point energies and thermodynamic 

corrections for gas phase energies. All optimized geometries were proven to 

be real minima having no imaginary frequencies. The changes in reaction 

energies were calculated for rearomatization of the quinonoid intermediates 

through deprotonation and protonation. The energy changes based on the 

PCM model correlated better with the observed experimental results and 

these results are presented below.  

Total spin densities of vanillyl alcohol’s phenoxy radical. The 

spin densities of the phenoxy radical formed from vanillyl alcohol (4R) were 

calculated (Fig. 47) and compared with the observed product distribution. 

The values were similar compared to those that were previously calculated.145  

The O4 of phenoxy radical 4R had the highest spin density, followed by 

C1, C3, and C5. The spin density of the benzylic position was very low. Thus, 

based on spin densities, coupling through O4 would be most probable, but 

the observed product distribution showed that coupling through C5 was 

more favorable. It is noteworthy that the spin density of C5 was lower than 

that of C1 and C3, which were occupied by hydroxymethyl and methoxyl 

groups. High spin densities have also been previously calculated for the 

substituted sites of monolignols (p-coumaryl, coniferyl (11) and sinapyl 

alcohols), and it was postulated that reaction through an occupied site would 

be unfavorable due to steric hindrance.184 

 

 

Figure 47 Total spin densities for the phenoxy radical of vanillyl alcohol (4R). 
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While the radical coupling involves bond formation between two atoms 

bearing a high spin density, the spin density of the H-atom abstractor is 

transferred to the H-atom donor.185,186 These two different processes, radical 

coupling and H-atom abstraction, most probably have different energy 

barriers, which might affect the product distribution through different 

reaction kinetics. 

Clearly, the calculated spin densities could not totally explain the 

observed product distribution. High spin density on an atom indicated that 

radical coupling was probable through that site, but the product formed was 

necessarily not the most favoured one. 

Free energy changes of different initial radical couplings. In the 

first stage after radical formation three competing pathways may be 

considered. Two radicals could couple to form different quinones (5-5’, 5-O-

4’ or 1-O-4’), one radical could abstract a hydrogen from the benzylic position 

of the other, or the two radicals could disproportionate to form a cation and a 

phenolate anion. The formation of 5-5’ quinone (6QQ) may lead to the 

formation of two stereocenters, therby resulting in three stereoisomers: a 

pair of enantiomers (RR and SS) and a meso form.  

The relative free energy for the formation of quinone 3Q through H-atom 

transfer (routes v and vi), leading to the formation of vanillin was clearly the 

most favorable (Table 16). On the other hand, disproportionation to an 

anion and a cation was not favorable, showing a positive G-value.  

The G difference between the two dimers (6QQ and 44Q) was small. 

The calculated G-values for the formation of 6QQ and 44Q from two 

radicals were slightly negative and at the same range as the calculated free 

energies for coupling of monolignol p-coumaryl alcohol to 5-5’ and 5-O-4’ 

products.184 Thus, the relative free energies at this stage could not explain the 

observed dominance of product 6. 

Transition states for the quinone intermediates and H-atom 

transfer. Computations of the transitions states for radical-radical coupling 

and for H-atom abstraction between two radicals were attempted using 4-

hydroxymethylphenoxy radical (45R) as a model (i.e., phenoxy radical of  

Table 16 Free energy changes in the initial reactions of phenoxy radicals. 

Reaction G (kcal mol-1) 

4R + 4R → 6QQ (RR, SS) -2.2 

4R + 4R → 6QQ (meso) -2.6 

4R + 4R → 44Q -3.8 

4R + 4R → 3Q (v, vi) -28.8 

4R + 3R → 3Q (v, vi) -33.3 

4R + 4R → (4+4)Q -7.0 

4R + 3R → (3+4)Q -10.7 

4R + 4R → 3CAT + 4P- 32.8 

4R + 3R → 3CAT + 3P- 21.8 
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Figure 48 An attempt to compute the transition state for the formation of 5-5’ quinone (45QQ), 
using 4-hydroxymethyl (45) as the model, revealing the stabilizing hydrogen bond 
between the hydroxymethyl groups. 

 

Figure 49 Transition state of the H-atom transfer from 4-hydroxymethylphenol (45) to 4-
hydroxymethylphenoxy radical (45R). 

vanillyl alcohol without the methoxyl group). The transitions states of 

radical-radical coupling reactions proved to be beyond reach with DFT 

methods, but such reactions for monolignols are reported to have only a 

small energy barrier of approximately 2–5 kcal mol-1.187 Although the 

transition states were not resolved, it was found that the transition state 

leading to the formation of 5-5’ quinone 6QQ was clearly stabilized by the 

hydrogen bonding between the two hydroxymethyl groups of the forming 

quinone (Fig. 48). 
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An estimate of the transition state energy for the hydrogen atom 

abstraction from the benzylic position could be obtained by using 4-

hydroxymethylphenol (45) as the H-atom donor instead of the radical 

(Figure 49). The energy barrier for the reaction was found to be 18 kcal mol-

1. Assuming that the formation of a biradical would not be significantly more 

favorable than the formation of benzyl radical at the transition state, this 

value (18 kcal mol-1) for the energy barrier of H-atom abstraction is clearly 

higher compared to the 2-5 kcal mol-1 for the radical coupling. This partially 

explains the differences between the experimental data and the calculated 

energies for product formation. A higher energy barrier compared to the 

radical coupling through the unoccupied site (C5) could also be involved in 

the formation of vanillin (3) through the 1-O-4’ dimer due to steric 

hindrance. 

Rearomatization of the quinones. The overall free energy change for 

rearomatization was favorable by 16–22 kcal mol-1. When the 

rearomatization was divided into two steps, aromatization and protonation, 

it was found that aromatization and subsequent protonation of the phenolate 

anions decreased free energies but protonation of the quinones increased 

free energies. These energy changes are visualized in Fig. 50, which depicts 

the relative energies of all proposed intermediates involved in the formation 

of dehydrodivanillyl alcohol (6). A noteworthy difference between the 

pathways through deprotonation and protonation is that in deprotonation 

the free energy decreases at all intermediate stages, whereas protonation 

results in an increase of energy.  

Comparison of the free energy changes between the final 

products (3, 6 and 44). The changes in the free energies calculated for the 

formation of the observed products from 4 are compared in Table 17. The 

thermodynamically most favored product was vanillin (3). As compared to 

the reaction energy leading to vanillin (3), the changes in the free energies 

were 5.6 kcal mol-1 and 19.6 kcal mol-1 less negative for the 5-5’ (6) and 5-O-

4’ (44) dimers. 

The 5-O-4’ (44) was clearly the least favorable product, by 14.0 kcal mol-1 

compared to 5-5’ (6). Moreover, in experimental conditions 44 was formed 

only when higher enzyme dosages were used. Thus, the computational 

results were in agreement with the experimental results, when the two 

products formed through radical coupling were compared. On the other 

hand, this effect is parallel with the effect of hydrogen bonding found in the 

formation of 5-5’ dimer (6), thereby providing an additional stabilization for 

the transition state. 

Vanillin (3) was not produced in a detectable amount at the lowest 

enzyme dosage at room temperature. However, according to the calculated 

free energies, the amount of vanillin (3) should have been much higher 

compared to the amount of 5-O-4’ (44), if thermodynamic control was 

followed. In fact, the observed amount of vanillin (3) was close to that of the 

5-O-4’ dimer (44). For comparison, vanillin (3) was also totally absent in the   
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Figure 50 Free energy changes for the formation dehydrodivanillyl alcohol (6) and different 
intermediates. Top: rearomatization through deprotonation, bottom: rearomatization 
through protonation. 

Table 17 Free energy changes for the formation of different products from the phenoxy 
radical of vanillyl alcohol. 

Reaction product Reaction G (kcal mol-1) Relative G (kcal mol-1) 

3 -68.6 0.0 

6 -62.9 5.6 

44 -48.9 19.6 

 

product mixture obtained by Areskogh et al. (2010)144 (Sec. 1.2.2). A possible   

explanation is that the additional steering effect of the hydrogen bonds at the 

transition state leading to the formation of 5-5’ dimer (6QQ) may enhance 

the formation of 6. A kinetic barrier for the H-atom abstraction or 1-O-4’ 

dimer formation, whichever route is followed, may have the same effect. An 

additional proof for the kinetic barrier is that when the product formation 

was monitored as a function of time at mild reaction conditions (i.e., low 

enzyme dosage and room temperature, Sec. 3.3.1.2) at pH 4.5, vanillin (3) 

was clearly observed at a later time than the 5-5’ dimer (6). 
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Calculated pKa-values for the products and quinone 

intermediates. The total amount of products decreased with increasing 

pH-values (Table 15), thereby reflecting the decreasing activity of laccases 

with increasing pH. In addition, however, the observed ratio of different 

products also seemed to be affected by the pH-value as the amount of the 5-5’ 

dimer (6) decreased more relative to the other products. To further 

investigate the effect of pH-values, pKa-values were calculated for the 

products and intermediates (Table 18). The applied method is known to 

cause a systematic error.189 The systematic error for the calculations was 

corrected on the basis of the experimental literature values of 

methoxyphenols.176 The systematic error for the intermediates might have 

differed from the one for methoxyphenols, as it did for the phenol; thus, the 

values can be over- or underestimated. However, for example the 

experimentally determined value for the pKa-value of the protonated quinone 

methide of Mitomycin C is -1.2 and the calculated values were at the similar 

range.190  

The calculated pKa-values for protonated quinones revealed that they are 

highly acidic. Thus, at the applied pH-range, beginning from pH 4.5, the 

quinones are not protonated. The calculated pKa-values for the quinones 3Q 

and 44Q were below the applied pH-range (3.40 and 3.56), which suggests 

that the phenolate anion forms are dominating in all experiments. However, 

the calculated pKa-values for the 5-5’ quinone (6QQ) stereoisomers were 

5.08 (RR, SS) and 5.17 (meso). Thus, the equilibrium of the 6QQ and its  

Table 18 Calculated pKa-values for different phenols and protonated quinone 
intermediates. 

Structure Calculated pKa Literature pKa 

3 7.71 7.40176 

4 9.36 9.78176 

6 6.85 6.87176 

44 8.93  

phenol 8.92 9.99188 

3Q 3.56  

6QQ (RR, SS) 5.08  

6QQ (meso) 5.17  

6PQ → 6PQ- 10.13  

6PQ → 6PP- 2.38  

44Q 3.40  

3QH 2.08  

6PQ 10.13  

6QHQ (RR, SS) -1.32  

6QHQ (meso) -0.94  

6PQH -1.02  

44QH -1.58  
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anion could change at the applied pH-range and the phenolate form would 

begin dominating above pH 5. It is likely that the anion could be believed to 

rearomatize through the deprotonation pathway, rather than two 

protonation steps. Although the rearomatization of quinones is usually 

depicted as occurring through protonation because of the acidic 

environment, these results suggest that the pathway through deprotonation 

could be more likely when considering also the decreasing energy at different 

stages of the reaction (Fig. 50). Undoubtedly, the rates of the proton 

transfers are fast and thus, the protonation of the neutral quinone form is 

also possible. The high acidities of protonated quinines also could explain the 

formation of 4,4’-dihydroxy-3,3’-dimethoxybenzophenone that was detected 

by Crestini et al. (2003).145 The work-up of the oxidation products before 

analysis with the strong acid HCl, possibly enabled the formation of the 

benzophenone. 

As the kinetic barrier for the radical coupling leading to the two dimers, 5-

5’ (2) and 5-O-4’ (3) is very low and the reaction could be reversible, the 

acid-base equilibrium of the quinone intermediates or kinetic barriers of the 

proton-transfer steps could affect product distribution. Incubation of the 5-5’ 

dimer (2) in D2O/d6-DMSO at 45°C did not result in the formation of the 

other two products; thus, there seemed to be no thermodynamic equilibrium 

between the different quinone forms. The kinetic barrier for the C-H bond 

cleavage was found to be only 5.6 kcal mol-1, calculated from the transition 

state of internal proton transfer from 2PQ- to 2PP-, which also excluded the 

possibility that kinetic barriers at the proton transfer stages could affect 

product distribution. Thus, the proton transfer reactions did not seem to be 

able to explain the different product ratios at different pH-values. 

As the rate-limiting step of a laccase-catalyzed reaction is the oxidation of 

the substrate,112 the decreasing yield of the 5-5’ product (6) could mainly be 

due to the decreasing activity of laccase as a function of increasing pH. 

However, neither the decreasing laccase activity nor the thermodynamics or 

kinetics of the rearomatization reactions can explain the observed decreasing 

amount of the 5-5’ dimer relative to other products as the pH increased. 

Thus, there must be some other factors that are affected by the pH, but 

without the ability to distinguish the radical reactions from the proton-

transfer reactions, experimental evidence of any such factor is impossible to 

gain. It has been shown that laccases do not control the radical reactions, and 

pH has been shown to affect the product distribution in Ag2O-oxidation of 

coniferyl alcohol (11).63,191 If the oxidant does not affect the product ratio as a 

function of pH or the rearomatization reactions cannot explain the observed 

product distribution, the radical reactions could be affected by the pH. 

Possibly, the changes in the reaction environment affect the orientation of 

the reacting radicals as they diffuse away from the oxidant or the hydrogen 

bonding in the transition states is altered as the pH changes. 
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3.5 POLYMERIZATION OF CONIFERYL ALCOHOL TO 
DEHYDROPOLYMER CATALYZED BY LACCASE IN 
WATER AND IN AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS OF 1-
ALLYL-3-METHYLIMIDAZOLIUM CHLORIDE 
(PUBLICATION V) 

Coniferyl alcohol (11) was oxidized using the M. albomyces laccase as the 

catalyst to dehydropolymers (DHPs) in the absence and presence of 1-allyl-3-

methylimidazolium chloride, [Amim]Cl. The possible structural differences 

caused by the IL were investigated with GPC and NMR. The formation of the 

oligomeric coniferyl alcohol oxidation products were followed with HPLC to 

detect possible changes compared to the aqueous solvent.  

3.5.1 OXIDATION OF CONIFERYL ALCOHOL AS A FUNCTION OF 

TIME AND ANALYSIS OF THE OLIGOMERIC PRODUCTS 

 

Coniferyl alcohol (11) is oxidized by laccases and other oxidants first to the 

dimeric products (-5’, -’, and --4’, Fig. 14) and then further to 

oligomeric and polymeric products. The structures identified from coniferyl 

alcohol oxidation catalyzed by the M. albomyces laccase are shown in Fig. 

51. Coniferyl alcohol was oxidized at an [Amim]Cl concentration of 0% and 

40% and the products were monitored with HPLC immediately after sample 

preparation. 

 

Figure 51 Dimeric and trimeric products and structures identified from coniferyl alcohol 

oxidation catalyzed by laccase: -5’ (11-1), -’ (11-2), -O-4’ (11-3), -C=O/-O-4’ 

(11-4), and -O-4’/-O-4’’ (11-5). The subnumbers 1–5 refer to the numbering 
presented in article V and Figs. 52 and 53. 
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Figure 52 HPLC chromatograms of products formed from laccase-catalyzed coniferyl alcohol 
oxidation in 0% [Amim]Cl in 2 h (above) and in 40% [Amim]Cl in 4 h (below). 

First, the inhibitory effect of NaN3 was interestingly gradually decreased 

when the ionic liquid was present; however, in the absence of other efficient 

ways to inhibit laccase, this inhibitor was used to terminate the reaction and 

the samples were analyzed immediately. Although the laccase is relatively 

thermostable,178 it was surprising that attempts to deactivate the M. 
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albomyces laccase by boiling also failed. In a previous work, the same HPLC 

sample preparation method, where the enzyme was first inhibited by adding 

NaN3, after which guaiacol was added for internal HPLC standard, was used 

without any difficulties (Sec. 3.3.1.2, publication III). As previously shown, 

after inhibition by NaN3, the laccase is not able to react with the phenolic 

guaiacol. Without the inhibitor, the guaiacol is oxidized by laccase to a red-

colored product in a timescale of seconds. Surprisingly, it was observed that 

in the presence of IL and NaN3, guaiacol was not oxidized immediately, but 

the typical red color appeared after a couple of hours. Thus, it was concluded 

that NaN3 first inhibited laccase, but upon prolonged incubation in the 

presence of IL, the inhibitory effect gradually decreased. Possibly, the N3-

anion was first normally bound to laccase, but the presence of ions from the 

IL gradually weakened the interaction of laccase with the inhibitor. 

The HPLC-chromatograms of the samples, in which practically all 

coniferyl alcohol was oxidized (0% [Amim]Cl at 2 h and 40% at 4 h), are 

shown in Fig. 52. Authentic compounds were used to identify -5’, -’, and 

--4’ dimers (11-1–11-3). The structure of trimer 11-5192 was confirmed 

with HR-ESI-MS. It is also known that near the neutral pH, addition of 

phenol to the -O-4’ type quinone methide to form a -O-4’/--4’’ product 

is dominating, and at a more acidic pH, water is added to the quinone 

methide to form a --4’ product.193 The low concentration of -C=O/--4’ 

dimer (11-4) prevented an MS analysis of this compound. Thus, the structure 

was deduced based on the characteristic UV absorbance maximum of ketone 

and the corresponding structure in the high-polymerized DHP (Sec. 3.5.2). In 

addition, based on studies with other model compounds (3-10, Sec. 3.3.1.1), 

laccases typically catalyze the oxidation of benzylic hydroxyl groups of lignin 

model compounds. 

The amounts of coniferyl alcohol (11) and oxidation products (11-1–11-5), 

relative to the internal standard guaiacol, are presented in Table 19. The 

amounts are not quantitative, but the results based on HPLC peak areas can  

Table 19 Formation of oligomeric products (11-1–11-5 from Fig. 51) in laccase-catalyzed 
oxidation of coniferyl alcohol (11) in 0% and 40% [Amim]Cl as a function of 
reaction time by HPLC analysis. The ratio of integrated peak areas of coniferyl 
alcohol and guaiacol (internal reference) was set to 100 and the other values 
were calculated accordingly. 

Coniferyl alcohol (11) and the oligomeric products 11-1 – 11-5 

time 

(h) 

11 

0% 

11  

40% 

-1 

0% 

-1 

40% 

-2 

0% 

-2 

40% 

-3  

0% 

-3 

40% 

-4 

0% 

-4 

40% 

-5 

0% 

-5 

40% 

0 100.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.5 79.0 85.0 28.7 28.8 12.5 13.1 2.3 2.1 0.0 0.0 33.7 14.7 

1 68.1 80.7 45.6 32.7 18.6 15.3 3.3 2.4 0.0 0.0 52.6 15.1 

2 4.7 72.7 64.5 50.9 14.0 22.2 6.4 3.2 1.3 0.0 45.8 20.3 

4 0.4 0.0 42.6 68.7 10.0 16.4 1.9 4.7 3.4 2.2 48.3 16.6 
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be examined to compare the consumption of coniferyl alcohol and formation 

of each product in the two different solvent systems. The oxidation rate of 

coniferyl alcohol (11) was clearly slower in 40% [Amim]Cl compared to 0% 

[Amim]Cl, even though the reduced laccase activity in the presence of 

[Amim]Cl was compensated by increasing the enzyme dosage accordingly. 

Obviously, the enzyme was inactivated more in the IL reaction than 

estimated in the short-term activity determination. It is possible that 

prolonged incubation of laccase in the presence of the IL caused some 

additional inactivating effect. However, without understanding how and with 

which structures of the enzyme the ions of the IL interact on a molecular 

level, and what the mechanism of the inactivation is, it is impossible to 

explain these observations at this stage. 

The formation of the -5’, -’, and --4’ dimers (11-1–11-3) was very 

similar in both solvent systems in the beginning (0.5 h) of the reaction. 

However, the formation rate of the -O-4’/--4’’ trimer (11-5) was faster in 

the absence of [Amim]Cl already during the first 0.5 h of the reaction. The -

C=O/--4’ dimer (11-4) was first detected after 2 h in 0% concentration of 

[Amim]Cl and after 4 h in 40% concentration of [Amim]Cl. As the reaction 

proceeded, all products were formed faster in the absence of [Amim]Cl until 

their amount was reduced, as they begun to react further. Moreover, there 

were differences in the starting point of further reactions of the products: the 

amounts of -5’ and --4’ dimers (11-1, 11-3) began decreasing first in 0% 

concentration of [Amim]Cl, while the amounts of -’dimer (11-2) and -O-

4’/--4’’ trimer (11-5) began decreasing simultaneously in both solvent 

systems. There may be several reasons for these differences in the 

reactivities. The IL may have changed the properties of different substrates 

due to increased solubility and viscosity. The IL may also have been affected 

to which nucleophiles the quinone methides, formed by the oxidation, would 

have reacted with. In addition, it is possible that the structure and/or activity 

of the laccase were affected by the presence of IL, thereby having an impact 

on the substrate preference of specificity. These different reactivities of 

dimeric and trimeric products in further reactions, between the two solvent 

systems are the most probable explanation for also the differences observed 

in structures of the analyzed DHPs as well (Sec. 3.5.2).  

3.5.2 OXIDATION OF CONIFERYL ALCOHOL AND ANALYSIS OF THE 

FORMED DEHYDROPOLYMER (DHP) 

Coniferyl alcohol was oxidized for a longer period (20 h) in [Amim]Cl 

concentrations of 0% and 40% in order to investigate the possible structural 

differences in the formed DHPs. The reduced laccase activity due to the 

presence of [Amim]Cl was compensated by increasing the enzyme dosage 

based on the activity determinations in the presence of the IL. Polymers 

(DHP high-fraction) from both solvent systems were analyzed with GPC and 

NMR.  
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Figure 53 2D HSQC spectra (500 MHz, d6-DMSO) of acetylated DHPs (high-fraction) formed 
from laccase-catalyzed oxidation of coniferyl alcohol (11). Top: HSQC spectrum of 
DHP formed in 0% concentration of [Amim]Cl, middle: HSQC spectrum of DHP 
formed in 40% concentration of [Amim]Cl, bottom: HSQC-TOCSY spectrum of DHP 
formed in 0% concentration of [Amim]Cl. Numbers 1–5 refer to the subnumbers of 
structures 11-1–11-5 presented in Fig. 51. 
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Table 20 Average molar masses of high-fraction DHPs from laccase-catalyzed oxidation 
of coniferyl alcohol (11) in 0% and 40% concentrations of [Amim]Cl. 

DHP Mn           

(103 g mol-1) 

Mw            

(103 g mol-1) 

Mz             

(103 g mol-1) 

Mw/ Mn 

0% [Amim]Cl 1.1 1.4 2.2 1.3 

40% [Amim]Cl 2.1 4.1 6.9 2.0 

 

Table 21 The relative amounts of structural units in DHPs formed in 0% and 40% 
concentrations of [Amim]Cl from Q-HSQC spectra.

195
 The amounts were 

acquired under the assumption that each structural unit contains one methoxyl 
(OMe) group from HSQC-NMR H/C correlation volumes using the following 
formula: V(Hx/Cx)/[3/V(HOMe/COMe)]. The slight inaccuracy of the integration 
due to the overlapping signals was found insignificant for the final results. 

Structural unit Correlation /ppm (H/C) 0% [Amim]Cl 40% [Amim]Cl 

11-1 5.60/86.9 (H/C) 0.29 0.20 

11-2 4.70/84.7 (H/C) 0.53 0.73 

11-3 5.96/73.2 (H/C) 0.03 0.02 

11-4 5.52/78.7 (H/C)a 0.02 0.02 

11-5 4.87/79.5 (H/C)b 0.30 0.08 

a The volume of 5 H/C subtracted from the total volume at 5.52/78.7 ppm to acquire a volume of 

4 H/C. 

b The volume of 3 H/C subtracted from the total volume at 4.87/79.5 ppm to acquire a volume 

of 5 H/C. 

 

The visual appearance of the DHPs was different, as the DHP material 

formed in 40% concentration of [Amim]Cl was more dense and had a darker 

color compared to the one formed without [Amim]Cl. The average molar 

masses of both DHPs, formed in the absence and presence of [Amim]Cl, are 

presented in Table 20. The DHP formed in the presence of [Amim]Cl clearly 

had a higher average molar mass than the DHP formed in water. Apparently, 

the increased solubility caused by the IL, enhanced the formation of further 

polymerized material.  

Expansions of the HSQC spectra of both DHPs and expansion of the 

HSQC-TOCSY spectrum of DHP formed in 0% concentration of [Amim]Cl 

are depicted in Fig.53. The NMR assignments are based on the values found 

in literature.194 Based on the quantitative Q-HSQC spectra (Fig. 53 and 

integration results Table 21), there were clear structural differences between 

the DHPs formed in 0% and 40% concentrations of [Amim]Cl. The DHP 

formed in 40% concentration of [Amim]Cl contained less --4’ structures 

(11-3–11-5) and slightly less -5’ structures (11-1) than DHP formed in 0% 

concentration of [Amim]Cl. Moreover, the DHP formed in 40% 
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concentration of [Amim]Cl contained more -’ structures (11-2) than the 

one formed in 0% concentration of [Amim]Cl. Obviously, based on higher 

molecular weight, the DHP formed in the presence of [Amim]Cl contained 

more biphenylic (5-5’) cross-linkages. Several different variables are known 

to affect the frequencies of different bond-types in DHPs: the rate at which 

monomers are supplied and radicals are formed, the pH, the presence of 

polysaccharides and the size of the growing polymer.30,193 The analysis of 

oligomeric products revealed that the structural differences were formed 

already in the early stages of the oxidation (Sec. 3.4.1), but the formation of a 

larger polymer in the presence of the IL probably also affected the structural 

differences.  

Clearly, polymerization reactions catalyzed by laccases can be performed 

in the presence of ionic liquids, such as [Amim]Cl, to enhance the solubility 

of the substrate and the product as well as to form more highly polymerized 

lignin-based materials. Interestingly, the chemical structure of the formed 

polymer was also structurally different from that formed in the absence of 

the ionic liquid. 
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4 CONCLUSIONS 

Several different monomeric and dimeric lignin model compounds were 

used to evaluate the reactivity of laccases with lignin model compounds. As 

the major interunit bond-type in lignin is the -O-4’ structure, different types 

of dimeric model compounds containing this structure were synthesized and 

more selective and efficient reaction conditions were simultaneously 

developed for the synthesis of these types of products. The more selective 

reaction conditions and pathways were also proved to be efficient in a 

synthesis of a new, syringylic-type trimeric lignin model compound. 

One important factor in the rate of laccase-catalyzed reactions is the 

redox-potential difference between the substrate molecule and the laccase. 

To evaluate this factor with lignin model compounds, a low-redox potential 

laccase from M. albomyces and a high-redox-potential laccase from T. 

hirsuta were used in the study. The oxidation properties of the lignin model 

compounds were first determined using cyclic voltammetry in acetonitrile, as 

any of the indirect methods for the determination of phenolic redox 

potentials were not feasible with lignin model compounds having low 

solubility in water solutions. The oxidizability data from the cyclic 

voltammetry, providing the relative order for the ease of oxidation for the 

studied lignin model compounds, was then compared to the oxidation rates 

of the lignin model compounds in laccase-catalyzed reactions. It was revealed 

that the M. albomyces laccase was able to oxidize syringyl-type compounds 

at a higher rate compared to the T. hirsuta laccase, which oxidized 

guaiacylic- and syringylic-type compounds at a very similar rate. A further 

examination by determining the specificity constants for both laccases with 

guaiacyl and syringyl monomers showed that the M. albomyces laccase 

seemed to have more preference for syringylic compounds, although based 

on the redox-potential difference the T. hirsuta laccase should have been able 

to catalyze their oxidation at a much higher rate. 

The analysis of the reaction products showed that mainly two types of 

products were formed from the oxidation of different model compounds: the 

biphenylic 5-5’ structures resulting from radical coupling and aldehydes 

resulting from the oxidation of the benzylic hydroxyl group. In addition, for 

example, dibenzodioxepin-type structures were also formed from some 

model compounds. The product analysis as a function of time also revealed 

that with guaiacyl-type, for which all reaction-types were possible, the 5-5’ 

coupling products were formed first followed by aldehyde formation and the 

other product types (e.g., dibenzodioxepins) were formed even later. 

A comparison with other studies using the same model compounds as in 

this study revealed that the product types in different studies were partially 

or even totally different. Thus, different reaction conditions were used with 

the model compound vanillyl alcohol using the M. albomyces laccase to 
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catalyze the oxidation. It was found that all the tested parameters, the pH, 

the enzyme dosage, and the temperature by affecting the enzyme activity, 

affected the product distribution. The observed product distribution could be 

explained by computational methods to a certain extent. The observed 

predominating product was clearly the 5-5’ dimer, although the 

thermodynamically favored product according to the calculated free energies 

was vanillin, the difference being 5.6 kcal mol-1. The observed relative 

product amounts correlated with the computational free energy changes 

when the two products formed through radical coupling were compared (5-5’ 

and 5-O-4’ dimers, difference 14.0 kcal mol-1). The hydrogen bonding yielded 

an additional stabilizing effect for the transition state leading to the 5-5’ 

dimer; however, a kinetic barrier reduced the formation of vanillin, which is 

formed through a different route. The decreasing yield of products with 

increasing pH was clearly affected by the decreasing activity of the enzyme, 

but this did not explain the changing product ratio as a function of pH. It is 

possible that the pH could have a steering effect on the radical reactions. 

According to the calculated pKa-values, it also seemed possible that the 

rearomatization of the quinones could proceed through deprotonation rather 

than through protonation. 

Finally, the reactivity of the M. albomyces laccase was shown to decrease 

with an increasing amount of an ionic liquid, [Amim]Cl, which is a good 

solvent for dissolving lignocellulosic material and lignin. The pH optimum 

shifted and the pH range for the enzyme activity was narrowed. The presence 

of [Amim]Cl also gradually weakened the inhibitory effect of Na-azide, but 

further studies would be required to explain this observation. When coniferyl 

alcohol was polymerized to DHPs in the presence of [Amim]Cl, the increased 

solubility resulted in a higher molar mass of the DHP, as expected. However, 

the presence of [Amim]Cl also affected the chemical structure of the DHP, 

already in the beginning of the reaction, thereby resulting in increased 

frequencies of -’ linkages and decreased frequencies of -O-4’ and -5’ 

linkages. It is possible that the presence of the IL could have a similar 

steering effect on radical reactions, as the pH was suggested to have when 

vanillyl alcohol was oxidized in different reaction conditions using laccase.   
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